


THE 
“LEPERS”
OF 1971
Surreptitiously, vi
ciously, it has crawled 
from the special pre
cincts of the poor to 
the mind-set of sub
urbia. With tentacles 
reaching from east 
coast to west, it has 
sucked middle Amer
ica into its voracious 
mau. From relatively 
harmless marijuana 
to life-sapping hero
in, drug abuse is be
coming a national 
epidemic.

No media myth, it 
has spread beyond a 
hazy happening in a 
remote setting to 
affect us all. Pre-teens 
as well as elderly- 
have died from over
doses. And few 
communities—rich or 
poor—have been vac
cinated against the 
ubiquitous “pot par
ty” or embarrassing 
arrests.

The most frighten
ing aspect of the cri
sis is the increasing 
use of heroin, a 
cruelly dehumaniz- 
ingSdegrading dru^. 
In its grip the addic t 
becomes an animal, 
driven beyond con
cerns for food, sex, 
even sleep, into a liv
ing grave where fear 
of withdrawal ices the 
gut and only heroin 
warms the soul.

Heroin’s 24-hour 
world rolls in on 
waves of cold digging 
fear that “today I 
won't make mv fix.” 
The addict fights, 
lies, steals, cheats to 
buy heroin. Born 
anew each morning, 
he dies with the eu
phoric satisfaction of 
his fix—a daily death 
that lasts until he 
again awakens con
sumed by the crav
ing.

Heroin addiction 
has all the advantages

of death, without its 
permanence, says an 
addict.

Many churc hes 
have deplored the 
addiction—and the 
addict—fighting the 
growing drug crisis 
with flaming fiction 
and far-out fantasy, 
instead of fac t, and 
when confronted 
with a call to action, 
they have retreated.

"I parallel society’s 
attitude toward drug 
addicts with the un
clean of the Bible," 
says Warren Rawles 
of the H.MB.
“They’re today’s lep
ers. ‘Stay away from 
me; you’ll hurt me; 
you’ll contaminate 
me; you’ll ruin my 
sc hool, my com mu-

nity.’ That’s our atti
tude.”

“There is a 
prevalent kind of 
c hurc h leadership 
that tends to indoctri
nate church members 
with a coc aine-type 
religion that makes 
them insensitive to 
the problem of 
drugs,” says Henlee 
Barnett of Southern 
Baptist Seminary. 
“The church must 
kick its own addic
tions . . . The c hurc li 
has no real choice 
except to minister t< 
these types of peopl 
if the church is to b 
what Christ intende ! 
her to be.”

In this issue, we 
deal with a few of 
those churches and 
individual^Avho are 
struggling with the 
challenge to be ser
vant to the “lepers" 
of today.
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THE AURORA
A Ministry

By Dallas Lee

Photography by Don Rutledge

The windowless, 
dingy room is 
smoke-filled, un- 
nervingly noisy, and 
crowded. The peo
ple are young street 
people; hippies— 
long-haired, pot
smoking, free-lov
ing, panhandling 
drug freaks—boot

ed, beaded, brale 
brazen.

In this room a 
short, stocky, wel 
groomed man in 
sport shirt and 
slacks struggles c< ■- 
spicuously in the

hrong to organize 
.olding chairs into a 
easonable gesture 
>f a circle.

Then he stands in 
he middle with 

i>oth hands out
stretched, lifts his 
voice, and says 
pleasantly:

“Okay, we want to 
get started now. 
We’ll just begin with 
Cokes and cookies 
to get our bellies 
full . . .”

Cokes and 
cookies? All that 
caffeine and 
sucrose? Is he 
kidding?

The freaks laugh, 
but they rush the 
ping pong table, 
grabbing for Cokes 
and cookies like 
hurricane refugees 
overrunning a food
laden helicopter. 
You can’t get high 
on Cokes and cook
ies, but you can get 
full.

The man lifts his

arms and gestures 
for attention again. 
He introduces him
self as dean of a 
pharmacy school 
and the man with 
him as a chemist. 
He invites questions 
about drugs.

As usual, there is 
a testy beginning, 
with some new
comer asking the 
chemist if he ever 
smoked grass. He

replies no. And be
fore he can say 
more, several freaks 
shout, “Then what 
the------are you
doing trying to tell 
us about it?”

He waits patient
ly for the noise to 
die down. "I never 
smoked pot,” he 
says finally, in a soft 
voice, “but I’ve 
grown 20 acres of 
it.”

The crowd is back 
with him.



D
r. Vincent Lopez, the chem
ist, is involved in a five-year 
study of marijuana. He and 
the pharmacist, Dr. Oliver 
Littlejohn—both of Mercer Universi
ty's School of Pharmacy—are ex

perts on drugs.
Each Tuesday nightin^this room 

their knowledge of drugs’ is tested 
by a crowd of 40 to 60 street peo
ple. But they are equipped to fight 
drug abuse with (education—facts, 
not fiction—and their flow of intel
lectual answers inevitably withers 
the crowd's hostility.

Their point of entry into Atlanta's 
"strip"—a two-block section stuffed 
with street people, bars, peep 
shows and head shops—is a plain 
storefront known as the Aurora, a 
gathering place provided by church 
people and staffed by Baptist mis
sionaries.

Church people? Missionaries? 
Are they kidding? One boy who had 
recently fled his "religious" home 
was virtually speechless when he 
heard it. “Far out, man,1' he 
shrugged.

Scores of £ids have sat in bull 
sessions aFthtf Aurora and blistered 
the churches, characterizing them 
from their own experiences as big, 
inhuman machines, corporations 
with hypocrites for stockholders.

But, in fact, the place they sat in 
is sponsored by large, affluent Bap
tist and Presbyterian churches.

The phenomenon known as the 
"strip" in Atlanta—and its counter
parts in other cities—has always 
been a threatening presence: a 
wide-open display of people violat
ing every middle-American sacred 
principle, right out on the street. 
Drive through and see it, evil so 
obvious that some feel clean and 
pure by contrast—" Thank God I'm 
not like that..

Consequently, church people 
who identified with the strip faced 
pressure from their peers. Alex Wil
liams, associate minister of First 
Presbyterian of Atlanta, expresses 
it: "I call it Christian hatred, a kind 
of hatred that apparently only the 
dedicated Christian is capable of. 
Hatred with divine approval You 
know—if God hates those kids so 
much, we should too."

But sensitive church people like 
Williams had been down there. 
They had seen and heard, and they 
had not been able to walk away 

with simple condemnations on their 
lips.

Through the circus-like frenzy of 
these long-haired, dirty-clothed 
freaks they had recognized chil
dren—lost. desperate children; chil
dren somehow alienated too soon; 
children 14 to 19 for whom home 
and family in the traditional sense 
were as remote as a moon crater.

They had seen that many of these 
"freaks" were grabbing frantically 
for a "hip world" of love and peace, 
of intellectual, drug-induced, mind
expanding exploration of self, but 
were failing. These kids had been 
left behind when the real hip move
ment carried its meditative and 
communal search for alternatives 
out of the city. These were not the 
“flower children" church people 
had read about; the fragrance of 
love and peace was not there on 
the strip. Instead, it reeked of vio
lence and desperation.

Where had the leaders of this 
thing gone? Where were the 
Learys? The Ginsburgs? The Merry 
Pranksters o^Ken Kesey?

The electric music told the se/ret 
to anyone who would listen: the 
devil's on the loose, better run . .

These kids had lost the way. Be
hind all that jiving, they were run
ning through a jungle of drugs and 
sex and violence, scared.

It was clear in their pimply faces 
and nervous twitchings that the 
world of these adolescents had 
become a nightmare carnival of 
desperate gropings—for the next 
high, the next orgasm, the nexHife- 
affirming, death-defying pleasure of 
most any sort—without reflection, 
without joy. without authentic rela
tionships, without purpose.

Solitude in a cage with thou
sands. This was no new lifestyle. 
This was panic. The sum of it was 
scrawled on a bathroom wall:

"HELP!"

“They were concerned 
about . . . the strip. They 
wanted to get some
thing started.” 

T
he strip was no place to 
preach and run. or to im
port a special "hip evangel
ist" on an ego trip, who 
would ply the kids with psychedelic

revivalisms such as "Get high ,n 
Jesus." Such religious rip-off ■ ci
ties would not relieve this spin al 
starvation; these kids needed i- 
during help.

And they asked for it—j ;t 
walked into the First Baptist Chu h 
of Atlanta and asked for help

It was the fall of 1969. A grou; jf 
hippies had decided to pull ou' ;f 
the strip and carry their comma il 
life into the country. But they v, e 
sensitive to the deterioration of e 
strip They were concerned abi it 
the increase of hard narcotics, si- h 
as heroin and morphine; about ■ a 
rough crowd moving in on the d' g 
supply; about rising disease ra. s 
and the need for medical h§ ; 
about the shortage of housing • r 
kids who kept streaming in.

They had heard churches we e 
interested in helping, so four ■ 
them decided to walk down Peach
tree Street toward town and enter 
the first church building they saw

That was the giant red fortress of 
First Baptist. They told a secretary 
they needed help Tom Allerton, the 
educational director, was the only 
staff person in. He ushered them 
into his office, expecting to be 
asked to tap the benevolence fund 
to give them a little cash

"They didn't waht money, they 
wanted someone to listen to them." 
Allerton remembers. “They de, 
scribed themselves as seekers who 
believed in Jesus. They had been 
through the drug scene, they said, 
and now were about to go colonize 
in the country somewhere. But they 
were concerned about what was 
happening to the strip. They wanted 
to help get something started."

Allerton arranged for several of 
them to meet with a group of First 
Baptist deacons, who agreed io 
investigate possible actions and i - 
vited the hippies to other meeting.

In the end. with encourageme t 
from the metropolitan area coun I 
of churches, First Baptist and Fit t 
Presbyterian agreed to team up ai 1 
provide some sort of recreatior I 
center.

Several other churches, includir 1 
First Baptist of Decatur, an Atlan i , 
suburb, were prompted to work c 
a youth hostel project.

First Baptist contacted the Geo ■ 
gia Baptist Convention, whic I 
agreed to appoint a communii 
minister to staff the project. Secon
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Ponce de Leon Baptist, Clairmont 
Presbyterian and Peachtree Presby
terian churches joined the partner- 
ship, and the Aurora was 
incorporated.

With the help of the Home Mis
sion Board. Georgia Baptists lo
cated and appojpted Don Rhymes 
as Baptist cofnmunity minister at 
the Aurora. /

Rhymes arid his wife. Goldie, had 
worked for fpur years in an enor
mous high-ris^apartment complex 
in New York. There they had experi
mented with a ministry to a group 
of tough, drug-taking youths.

A storefront location on the strip 
became available when a women's 
group moved its used clothing 
shop. Aurora took the lease and 
Don and Goldie Rhymes arrived 
July 1. 1970, to open the doors

Good grief, these freaks 
had appropriated the 
very symbol of salvation. 
Were they calling 
Jesuf ajiippy?

T
he Aurora raised its sign 
over the storefront—a large 
sign that says "AURORA" 
in foot-and-a-half-high let
ters on a background showing a 
cross dawning over a dreamy 

mountain range and valley steam.
In the long, sprawling street-level 

room there are a few tables and 
chairs, a cold-drink machine, and a 
piano.

For decorations, a few Scripture 
verses are painted on walls by "Je
sus freaks"—hip kids turned on to 
Jesus—and a faded purple and 
orange parachute hangs on the 
ceiling; it produces a strange or
ange light in the room.

Downstairs are two old pool ta
bles and a ping pong table for 
recreation.

The Aurora is always crowded. 
Probably some 1,500 street people 
and runaways wander the strip, and 
any time its doors are open, the 
Aurora will attract several hundred 
of them. Volunteers from the par
ticipating churches mingle noticea
bly with long hairs, steadily building 
relationships and sharing their faith 
with an enduring presence.

It almost strains the imagination, 
but there it stands—right on the 
corner of Peachtree and Tenth 
streets—a religious establishment 
with the audacity to have some 
Jesus freak paint and sculpt his 
Christian testimony on the side of 
the building

A young man named Steve 
showed up one day. He had heard 
the Jesus story in L A., he said, and 
had been moved by another's ex
pression of faith. He had taken his 
Bible and gone into the moun
tains—just him and his Bible and 
the Holy Spirit, as he described it.

On the fourth day he prayed 
aloud: "God. if you are real, come 
into my life and prove it."

Bang! Just like that, he said, it 
happened

Steve came to Atlanta, began 
working with a Christian half-way 
house for reformed drug freaks, 
and asked Don Rhymes if he could 
illustrate his experience on that big 
bare wall of the Aurora. The wall 
was adjacent an excavated corner 
lot; neXfr'y two floors of the Auror
a's ancient brick were expdsed

After checking with the Aurora's 
board of directors. Don okayed the 
project.

The result was a great rambling 
surrealistic mural, the very apex of 
wall witnessing.

A gigantic white sculpture pro
truded from the top right, leaning 
out benevolently over the vacant 
lot. It was a tribute to men who 
work for peace, Steve said. The 
figure held a brush in ‘'the right 
hand, symbolizing the futility of 
trying to find peace without God.

Beside the peace figure, Steve 
painted Jesus with an open book 
showing a lamb in his left hand and 
a white winged creature, represent
ing the Holy Spirit, in his right 
hand.

"Jesus brings peace with the 
presence and power of the Holy 
Spirit," he explained.

A cross came next, but Jesus was 
not on it. Instead, a hip character 
with six sets of arms, one set of 
which was playing a guitar, hung 
there.

T,his offended many people. The 
passerby who just wanted to peek 
at the freaks found himself con
fronted with a hippy on a cross. 
Good grief, these freaks had appro
priated the very symbol of salvation.

Were they calling Jesus a hip 
Were they insinuating that hip 9S 
were suffering for the world's sir ?

The artist quietly explained at 
his message was that it street p p. 
pie and church people were < 9f 
going to meet in genuine encc n- 
ter. both would have to die u to 
themselves.

"Far out. man

The whole scene is 
alive and changing. You 
don’t penetrate it 
easily. Don and Goldie 
walked in and began.

T
he Aurora's wall graph s 
remained for seve- I 
months, until the artist oe- 
cided to remove it while ■ e 
contemplated a "new vision."

The strip changes that way- 
slowly; it oozes along ameoba-like 
gradually absorbing new people, 
new fads, new shapes, new moods

The strip is not so much a geo
graphical place as it is a sociologi
cal phenomenon, an experience, in 
the summertime, college hippies 
swell the ranks and add a taste of 
intellectual curiosity and an atmo
sphere of genuine searching.

At other times, weekenders storm 
in with their hip clothing and adopt 
the style for a day or so. Sometimes 
they are troublemakers who taunt 
the police or break a window and 
cause a big scene, then sneak back 
to the suburbs to get ready for 
school.

In the relatively warm climate of 
Atlanta, the population of hip pe - 
pie and runaways will decline at the 
end of summer, but jump again ■> 
the fall when it gets cold on t*-e 
streets up north.

At times the bikers—descendant 
of the west coast's Hell's Anges 
who roam confidently on the r 
huge, customized motorcycles—v. ' 
dominate the scene with she • 
demonstrations of power. They^ 
tell some kid to quit wearing hT 
chain belt because they don't like 
it, and if he doesn't, they may fir- 
him with it.

The whole scene is alive an 
fluid. You don’t penetrate it easily

Don and Goldie just walked । 
and began. They opened the doo»
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every night that first week and 
stayed until midnight. They tried 
many methods of communicating, 
including late night Bible discus
sions, which worked for a month 
until the college hippies steered the 
discussion away from the reality of 
Christian experience to debates 
about whether the story of the adul
terous woman was originally in the 
text of the Gospel of John. Or 
whether John really wrote that gos
pel.

Goldie lent credibility by just 
being present. A slim, soft-man
nered blonde, she represents every
thing these drop-outs reject as 
shallow and untrustworthy; mother, 
home, loyalty, fidelity, religion, old- 
fashioned good looks. But her un
pretentious nature rings of authen
ticity, and she moves among the 
hardcore of the drug culture with 
respect and acceptance.

There were inevitable periods of 
testing. Don is no hippy minister— 
he's a slim, silver-haired Louisianan
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who looks like what he is: a Baptist 
preacher. He built his relationships 
with the street people on honesty. 
The place had rules: no drinking, 
no taking drugs, no dealing in 
drugs, no fighting. And no excep
tions.

When a girl ignored his third 
warning about trafficking in drugs, 
he took them from her and flushed 
them down the toilet.

Two bikers—tough, boistrous 
men in denim jackets with death's 
heads stitched on the back- 
jammed a pusher up against the 
wall and started rifling his pockets 
for dope and money.

Don broke it up and ordered 
them out. One biker stared at him. 
"You don't threaten a biker and 
live," he challenged.

Don replied: "I’m not threatening 
you; I'm telling you the rules of our 
game." They left. Don lives.
r On another occasion Don walked 
into the crowded, street-level room 
to find a policeman shouting at a 

young girl. He was speaking to her 
abusively and trying to grab her; 
she was using a table to elude him.

Don ordered him out. The police
man said he was taking the girl 
with him. that she was a runaway— 
she had no identification. Don said 
she was not a runaway, that he 
knew who she was and where she 
was from, even if she did not have 
an I.D.

Angrily the policeman said he 
was taking the girl and anyone who 
got in his way. The girl, a diabetic, 
began to have a seizure.
“I told him I would not let him 

take her," Don said. "I told him he 
would have to take me too if he 
took her."

The policeman’s anger abated, 
the girl relaxed, and the tense en
counter dissolved into a discussion 3 
between the policeman and onlook
ers. one of those rare relaxed en
counters between hippy and cop.

The missionaries had penetrated 
the Strip. Conttnmd
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A tall, bearded man 
was leaning against the 
front door ... he 
had a gun.

P
rom the street in front of 
the Aurora you can see a 
billboard showing a police 
officer giving mouth-to- 
mouth resuscitation to a child. Its 
caption says, "Some call him pig."

One freak, offended by the dis
play. said bitterly that someone 
should put up a billboard showing 
a pig beating a hippy with his 
nightstick. "The sign could say." he 
said, "’Some call him officer.'"

On the- strip, the vast gulf be
tween policeman and drug freak 

demonstrates with painful clarity 
just how authentic communication 
gaps can be.

From the patrolman’s viewpoint, 
these bands of drug-oriented 
youngsters, who have nothing but 
an obscene gesture for authority, 
represent volatile danger.

The cop making a legitimate ar
rest knows that riot potential lies 
just under the surface of the strip. 
He cannot help but be suspicious 
of every person and ready at a 
moment’s notice to respond physi
cally.

Understandably, he is not apt to 
have sympathy for the freak who 
shows no respect.

The drug freak, on the other 
hand, is vulnerable to abuse and 
harrassment without a leg to stand 
on if he attempts to complain 

through proper channels. He can 
be grabbed without a word r 
warning—and be charged later w.'h 
vagrancy or obstructing an offi- ?r 
or possession of some drug.

Street people are lawless. t Jt 
also powerless; on occasion, tl y 
are quite openly mistreated.

One night last fall, a boy co ■- 
plained to Don that men in n 
unmarked panel truck were mak' g 
a habit of pouncing on groups >f 
street people, shoving them into ' e 
van and roaring off without a wr d 
of identification or purpose.

For all the kids knew, a band f 
rednecks was jpaking sport with t 3 
hippies.

Don agreed to check on it. E t 
before Don left that night, the b y 
returned, saying excitedly. "There t 
is. there it is!”

Homi- Missio' »

Don and several onlookers 
walked onto Peachtree. The van 
was gone. They turned up a side 
street. The van was there.

A tall, bearded man was leaning 
against its front door—a hip look
ing character, but he had a gun.

Dennis Durrett of the community 
crisis center was with Don. As they 
walked past the truck, Dennis said, 
"Say, brother, why do you need 
guns in this community?"

"We might need them tonight." 
the big man replied, opening the 
side door of the truck.

The first man out jammed the 
butt of his rifle into Don's abdo
men, driving him across the side
walk. Another man grabbed Don 
from behind, jerked his arms be
hind his shoulders so that the front 
of his body was exposed, and spun 

him into the face of (another man 
who had a police-type nightstick 
uplifted to strike.

Don had his breath back; he 
shouted, "Hold it!> I'm a Baptist 
preacher!'

The man with the nightstick 
paused, but the one gripping Don 
spoke gruffly: ”1 don't care who you 
are. we can arrest you."

"No you can't." Don protested. 
“I've done nothing. I was just walk
ing down the street."

The man behind released him 
with a shove. "Get moving then."

The men. it turned out, were 
plainclothed Georgia Bureau of 
Investigation officers. Don went 
straight to the major who headed 
the GBI to complain.

The officer had only “poked" him 
to move him along. Don was told.

Don jerked up his shirt and re
vealed a long bruise left by the gun 
butt.

The officer was brought in He 
looked Don straight in the eye. "I 
don't think you have any right to 
question how I do my job," he said.

But Don did question it. And the 
unmarked van vanished from the 
strip.

More recently, a city police lieu
tenant closed down the recreation 
room of the Aurora when neither 
Don or his assistant. Andy Loving, 
were present. The reason he offered 
was that the young man left in 
charge could not produce a license 
to "operate a pool hall."

The lawyers on the Aurora's 
board of directors settled that one 
quickly and quietly with an embar
rassed police department. commu»d
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“A lot of these people 
are saying, ‘Is there 
anything I can give 
a damn about?’ I believe 
Christ is necessary. . . .”

A
 tall, middle-aged man with 
grlaying hair pushes his 
way through the crowd in 
the recreation room, look
ing the kids over with a weary, 
searching gaze. He stops by the 

door of the tiny room that serves as 
the Aurora's office.

A stocky blonde young man be
hind the desk nods.

"Are you Andy?"
Andy Loving, the young Southern 

Illinois University graduate who 
takes the late shifts for Don, stands 
and introduces himself.

The man is a father, searching for 
his 15-year-old runaway son. He 
shows Andy a picture—a school 
protrait of a good-looking boy with 
a spill of red hair parted in the 
mipdfe

"His name is Carey. Have you . 
spen him? I just paid his way back 
from California three days ago, and 
he’s gone again. I believe he may 
be here, with someone named 
Chico."

Andy has not seen him, but he 
takes the father’s name and notes 
the boy's name and description.

The man is talking, thinking out 
loud. "I ran around when I was a 
kid too. but I told my parents where 
I was going. This kid won't even 
pick up the dern phone to call us 
collect."

He complains that the staff at The 
Bridge, a ministry to runaways on 
the strip, refuses to say they will 
call him if they see the boy. "They 
would only say that they would try 
to persuade him to call me."

Andy interrupts. "I'm afraid we 
have the same policy. If we call you 
without the boy's permission, he'll 
just take off again. But I promise 
you we will do everything we can to 
get him to communicate with you.”

The man nods. He understands. 
But he is frustrated. Whatever prob
lems plague the relationship be
tween him and his son. the man 
does care. And it's clear he does 
not intend to quit looking. He has 
arranged for special education for

lie boy and he at least wants him 
o give it a chance

Don Rhymes spends much of his 
■ime counseling parents of runaway 
teenagers It is heart-breaking, but 
>t is the sort of bitter experience 
that is creating increasing support 
for ministries such as the Aurora s 
Most parents hope someone is 
trying to reach their runaway child

It is hard to determine why some 
of these youngest runaways persist 
in dodging their parents

In other cases, the reasons are 
obvious Some stumble into the 
strips of the nation on the re

bound from violent home situations 
or alcoholic parents Some say that 
m spite of the fact that they have to 
sell their bodies or dance in topless 
clubs or panhandle or rob drug
stores to make it on the strip they 
are better off than they were at 
home

Some obviously have deep psy
chological problems, others are 
deeply wounded by parental indif
ference At least one boy on Atlan
ta s strip was guaranteed a monthly 
stipend by his father just to leave 
home and quit embarrassing his 
parents with his presence One girl 
told Don she is pregnant by her 
father

In serious moments many street 
people will admit to Don. I m 
searching for myself

That sounds too vague at first to 
be persausive but there is sub
stance to the statement During 
teen years, a child should be dis
covering himself and shaping his 
identity with increasing self trust

"I see the Aurora as a demonstra
tion of Christian love and concern 
for young people who are on this 
treasure hunt to discover what life 
is all about," Don says We do 
share our Christian experiences 
verbally and we have had quite a 
number of conversions But primar
ily we want to demonstrate that the 
Christian community loves people 
These people don't reject a concept 
of God. they just have rejected their 
experiences in churches that did 
not express concern for people

’’There is real deterioration of 
human relationships for these kids 
on the strip, and we want to be 
present, unapologetically. as a 
church-sponsored place where th#y 
can come and know someone 
cares "

Andy Loving voices a similar 
concept of his own ministry

"I think a lot of these people are 
saying, is there anything in this 
world I can give a damn about7' 
We re trying to walk through some 
of the problems they are going 
through I feel like Christ can work 
through us. and I believe that a re
lationship with Christ is necessary 
for these kids to become what they 
really want to become

There is an honest uncompro
mising tone about the Aurora s reli
gious motivation and ministry and 
a sense that the love and concern 
expressed through the Aurora 
win endure even if the kids offer lit
tle m return

' We re not down here to say we H 
trade our love ana concern for 
them accepting our faith Andy 
says It s more that we are here to 
say that we love them because we 
are Christians

Don keeps a constantly shifting 
format of religious progra'"s before 
the highly transient street popu.a- 
tion. ana balances the religious ac- 
tiv|fy with leather crafts pottery and 
weaving ciasses

Several Baptist ana Presbyterian 
pastors conduct Bible studies and 
discussions during the week and 
an Atlanta actor Frank Roughton 
has generated enthusiastic re
sponse with weekly forums on the 
Christian faith

These are not easy audiences to 
work with and the response is un
predictable The first feeling you 
experience on the strip " comments 
Alex Withams | is that you are not 
in control ' I

G
etting control of any sort 
means establishing rapport 
with the street people- 
building trust Opening 
new lines of communication be
tween the street people and the 

straight world then can be at
tempted

Don has invited the police depart
ment. the GBI. and the mayor's 
office each to send a man one night 
a month to the Aurora to rap with 
the kids and hopefully, over the 
long stretch, to build new attitudes 
in the community

Recently Don had showers and 
washing machines installed to 
make it reasonably convenient for 
the kids to keep clean, and he is

Andy Lovmg comforts a father

trying to keep alive the idea of pro
viding day-care for the young 
women with children who want to 
work

He hopes also to develop a job- 
t r.dmg capacity at the Aurora

Looking ahead Don wants to 
negin a live-in. theraputic commu
nity for street people ready to dump 
the drug culture and trj to reenter 
some stable way of life

We need a place.' he says, 
where we can cultivate a person 

who is ready for rehabilitation or 
for authentic faith We need a place 
for reconstruction One hundred , 
churches providing S100 a month 
would meet the need as I see it 
now

On a steady week-to-week basis. 1 
the Aurora's sponsoring of drug 
raps led by the Mercer professors 
probably has carved as much of an 
inroad into the heart of Atlanta's 
drug culture as anything else

Like a two-pack-a-day cigarette 
smoker who can't take his eyes off 
those cancer society commercials 
on television many street people 
come to drug raps and hear facts 
that must gnaw at them and force 
them to question their dependence 
on drugs

Most of the drugs that produce 
the sought-after reactions act on 
the central nervous system and^the 
brain, the most complex and myste
rious systems of the body and soul

The kids often scoff at much of 
the clinical information they get, 
but they think about it



Why do the kids 
take drugs?

They don’t bring 
that subjec t up 
themselves, but Dr. 
Littlejohn ventured 
to ask the drug tap 
< rowd one night. 
They made light of 
it. And laughed. 
And turned to old 
Jacob, a wino of 
considerable wise!on 
who sits there many 
a night in his old 
hounds-tooth c oat 
and chuka boots.

“I lev Jac ol>, whv 
d<> you drink the 
wine, man?”

“Bec ause." old 
Jacob says set iously 
t hiough his rotten 
teeth, “I’m sc tired.”"



THE CATACOMBS
A Church
Takes ActionPhotography bv Don Rutledge

It was an attempt to have a creative, 
innovative, flexible program that involved 
young people in everv stage of planning.

M
attie Jankowsk, met Larry Patterson one 
autumn afternoon. First afternoon Patterson 
was in New York City. They sat on the steps 
and talked for more than an hour. Mattie 
told Patterson about New York About the Park Slope 
section where he lived, where 70 percent of the adults 

and teens experimented with drugs; where 30 percent 
of those were physically or psychologically dependent 
on narcotics; where poverty blighted the streets and 
crime ravaged the unprotected

Patterson told Mattie about Christianity. About the 
work he hoped to do at Park Slope Baptist Church, 
where he was assuming the pastorate.

Neither Mattie nor Patterson learned, very much that 
warm fall day. But maybe enough. It was a beginning.

For Mattie was interested in Patterson's concept of a 
church involved with its community. "This is a new day 
and the church is not relevant unless it becomes in
volved in social and economic isjpes. along with its 
spiritual emphasis. People expect more than a pat on 
the back and an old cliche like God loves you.' People 

want action, results, meaningful relationships and gen
uine concern and concrete help."

When Patterson arrived in Brooklyn's Park Slope, 
neighborhood adults were divided over the increasingly 
critical and open use of drugs.

Some merely complained about "hippies and jun
kies." hoping to get rid of the problem- by shoving 
them down a few blocks. Others, feeling constructive 
action should be taken, initiated an elaborate recrea
tion program, using facilities of Park Slope Community 
Center, a weekday alias of Park Slope Baptist Church.

Volleyball, basketball, dodge ball, ping pong were 
offered Kaput. The program went like four-day-old 
spaghetti at a cake bake

Many teens were on drugs. They were loud. undiSr 
ciplined. often malicious Equipment was destroyed. 
People harassed. Tensions were high. And the pro
gram failed.

In trying to determine why. Patterson and James 
Daves, director of Park Slope s Christian social minis
tries. found the kids didn't identify with, the program. 
With no chance to voice opinions or influence plan
ning, they felt the adults' motivation and concern was 
phoney.

Amid defeat, the adults reassured They sough! a 
new program. Creative, innovative, flexible and appeal
ing. They realized young people had to be involved in 
every stage of planning and execution

The Catacombs resulted
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‘When •i'ou’re on 
the raw edge, you find 
there’s hell out there.”

P
rom the first, young people had major roles in 

developing, building and staffing the Cata
combs. From the first, Mattie Jankowski was 
involved. In Park Slope's 4,400-square-foot 
basement, they worked 12 to 15 hours a day for four 

weeks. They invested their lives: painting walls black 
and white; wiring a new lighting system; building a 
stage, repairing walls and windows; doing art work 
with fluorescent paints; constructing booths for slide 
projectors, strobe lights and overhead projectors.

The young people publicized the grand opening and 
got a local band to play. On opening night, with youth 
assuming specific jobs and responsibilities, the Cata
combs was a "tremendous success." Designed after 
the psychedelic East Village Electric Circus, the Cata
combs attracted young people from the entire NYC 
metropolitan area.

Music blarred. Slides splashed against one wall. 
Bright colors danced and swirled overhead. Teens met 
and talked and listened to rock sounds; upstairs, in the 
community center, checkers, cards, chess and ping 
pong were available.

Youth were attracted-100 to 200 every night the club 
was open—but the first abortive program had accom
plished that—with chaotic results.

Would the Catacombs be different? Youth involve
ment proved the answer; they protected their 
investment.

"Peer group pressures resulted in unbelievable order 
and peace,” says James Daves. "This doesn't mean

that problems didn't arise, but the Catacombs was a 
program where definite objectives and goals were : t 
and reached. There was an emphasis on self pric 
hope for the future and a sense of security."

Teen participation had residual benefits. First, ma y 
youth instrumental in planning and constructing ti s 
Catacombs were drug users. When they became , - 
volved in the Catacombs, they stopped using drugs.

Second, they influenced others. When asked w / 
they no longer used drugs, they said they no long 
needed them; they had found something better to < , 
with their time and talents. '

To outward appearance, Mattie Jankowski was o. 
of these. But Mattie was still hung up. Although active 
in the Catacombs, he continued to use drugs heavi, 
"He was one of the few I could never tell about," sa' 
Patterson. "I didn't know he was high that much.".

Yet Mattie couldn’t shake a growing feeling th; 
drugs weren't his answer.

The Catacombs ministry clearly revealed the scop<- 
and magnitude of the Park Slope drug crisis. With both 
Patterson and Daves convinced that the church shoulc 
work in conjunction with the city's power structure to 
solve problems and accomplish Christian goals, the 
NYC Addiction Services Agency was contacted.

After weeks of meetings, the agency agreed to place 
several counselors in the Park Slope area, if the church 
would provide them a place to work.

Park Slope Baptist bought a house six blocks from 
the church, and a program to work with pre-addicts as 
well as addicts was begun.

Another group of Park Slope citizens had worked to 
get such a program for two years. No success. 
"Through our combined efforts;” says Patterson.

"things finally happened."
Adds Daves, "They were astounded at our willing

ness to be involved in solving the drug problem in this 
community."

The church provided the contacts; the agency pro
vided the expertise. "The abuse of dangerous drugs 
must be countered by programs that can realistically 
handle the situation," says Daves. "The Catacombs 
was never intended for rehabilitation; it was primarily a 
place where young people who use drugs could be 
reached and referred to rehabilitation centers."

But it did lead, indirectly at least, to a new life for 
one addict: Matthew Jankowski.

After six months at the Catacombs, in a late-nigh' 
cathartic session with Patterson and girl friend "Nina 
Simone, Mattie became a Christian.

Mattie has been clean since. More than a year. Afte 
training, he became a full-time counselor with the Add 
iction Services Agency. With funding, Patterson anc 
Daves hope to use Mattie's experience and training ir 
an expanded drug program at Park Slope.

Meanwhile, he is active at church, leading discussior^ 
groups and participating in its activities.

During the difficult days when Mattie and Nina, alsc 
a drug user (at 21, she had bd^n on drugs 11 years) 
were “getting straight," they wrote and illustratec 
poems that expressed their new feelings.

In vivid imagery and fresh outlook, Mattie and Nine 
say-well . . hear the words of their poems:

I6
Home Missions
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GOD IS MY PUSHER
1 just < tipped Mime hard stull.
(.nd is pushing.
He's nen io me. lie neiet seen Him befme.
I i upped .1 nii kel id laith 

and shut it inin mi smd.
Wim What a rush.
\ini I'ii- gm a habit. mie I dmi’t mini tn kii k. 
Beiause I realli dig the head.
When I get nil nil faith.
I feel the pusher is mi friend.
He turns mi head Im limiting.

just sn I'll i mne li.u k again.
I guess He's re.dll hung up un me. 

al least it seems that nai.
I went In his house mi Sundai. .
And sn main penple Here there
Wailing tn get-ull mi I aith. and altet I did.
Bui I What .1 rush
I his time I Ie i til I he st nil
With a little Kindness. 1 me and Brmherhuml
I get-i >11 mm e and mure eai h d.n .

mure I han 1 eiei espei ted
But I realli dig the he.id.

and I ilei el u ant In sli ip.
1 he pusher is n ell kinm n.

He has sn main penple iimking tm him.
Beiause thei are realli hooked 

mi ulial he’s gm.
Mme and mure e.u h d.n I'm gelling like Him.
I realli dig the head
I u islt I i mild gel mi 11 lends Honked mi I ail h 
Bui must arc aliaid nl nh.it might mint.
But I i an gnat antee i mi.
It's > ealli gnnd stull.
Penple tell me it it ill i hange mi nludelile 

and is a i id t looking
But th.it is the lile I mint.
I uill imitiime tn shunt I .nth into mi smd 
\m just mi Sund.ns. but eieri d.n id the m ek. 
I H ill.
Seek Im Him mi siieel lotnels 

and tin migh times id
Sadness and misintei pt el.u imt.
Beiause He is pushing the best stull 

and has an endless suppli
Si । I stup and ask misell. \\ In - 
Some hate neiet sought tn luid Him 
|ust km it k mi his limit dnm 
\tid He h ill tin n imt mi.
Yi s
( aid is mi Bushel
\\ ।ni I What a Rush

Mm. I'l'l



CBOSSBOAD

Halfway between sin and salvation 
Addiction is our sin. 
And God is our salvation.
There are so many reasons to get high 
But none are substantial enough to justify it. 
A mind full of pre blems and decisions 
Not ready to reason 
Not ready to dec ide.
All the things that should be exposed 
We somehow find a way to hide.
As we stand at the Crossroads of Life.
Our feet take root
In the soil of indecision.
Which direction should we go. . . ?
Will we take the road to
Happiness.
Love.
Prosperity and good.
Or be fooled by the path

of destruction and evil . . . ? 
We are lost and confused 

trying to find our wav.
As we stop and think, 
If it is our decision.
Or will we travel blindly to our destiny.
At times the power of good and evjl 

are misinterpreted.
In the sun the guiding light of God
Or the fires of Hell. . . .
We no longer look for signs to point the way.
For now we have Faith
To let God be the Switchman at the Crossroads of Life.

<4

OUB TBIAL
People with a purpose in life.
Trying to fulfill God’s wishes.
Not fully understanding.
The ellort that we know is needed.
But nexer gixing up.
Many barriers have been presented around us.
Many lonelx and broken hearts
Have now been destroyed.
Simply because they have missed the mark 
In finding themselves.
O Lord!
You know the need of each here.
You cYx the same tears that we are now c rving. 
There are many strong needs in life. 
But the strongest is the loxe between eac h other. 
God let our eves be opened.
Out ears widened to ex cry need and c i v.
We have witnessed

May. /97/

the most unpleasant things in life
Help us to help others find their wax back to 
You.
To stand up to the ridicule and blasphemx.
And people who think onlx of (hemselxes.
As my Father in Heaven.
You too haxe been put down and ridiculed.
Gixe us strength
For this is our darkest hour.
As we (ravel up the road to Calvarx
Let us stand before these* people.
And testifx for You.
Fully aware that the results max be us. 
Being persec uted.
Yet knowing it is right, 
I will not forsake you. 
Dear Lord help us right now. 
For this is our trial

Written under the influence of life



POST SCRIPT James Daves, in clerical collar for recognition 
Larry Patterson.

The Catacombs is no more. It died a natural death 
about a year after opening. "The Catacombs was be
gun to meet a crucial need in this community."' says 
Larry Patterson. "It was meant to be a catalytic force, 
an agent to create change. It was a success.

"We now have a therapeutic center staffed by city 
workers. It's moved from the house owned by the 
church to new facilities,* it offers everything we could at 
the Catacombs.

"We weren't skilled to work full-time with addicts; 
that's a monumental job. Helping addicts—referral— 
will still be part of Park Slope's program. But no longer 
do we carry that responsibility."

In the burial of the Catacombs is the birth of a day
care program at Park Slope. It's desperately needed by 
the many working mothers in the area.

They seem worlds apart. Programs for addicts; 
plans for tots. But they are similar in that both projects 
fill a vacuum in community services.

"When you're on the raw edge," says Patterson, 
you find there's hell out there. A crisis brings about 

community response. Park Slope is 10 years ahead of 
where we expected it to be in identifying as a Southern 
Baptist church working for its community.' It's not just 
doing its own little thing.

"The Catacombs met a crisis headon. Now it's served 
its purpose. We're not in that bag any more. We want 
to move on to other things." ■

More and inure, the moods of Americans are being 
determined by chemicals—whether obtained legally or 
illegally. The lives of millions of youth and adults are 
being jeopardized by the misuse of drugs. If allowed 
to go unchecked, the use of drugs could cease to be a 
problem and become a national way of life. As Dr. 
Howard J. Clinebell, the first President of the American 

/Association of Pastoral Counselors, suggests, "Christian 
insight and psychological research agree that person
hood can find its true fulfillment and continuing whole
ness only in genuine relationships," not in synthetic 
relationships held together by the artificial bond of 
drugs.'

This resource paper is presented to facilitate under
standing of drug use and to encourage actions which 
will prevent drug abuse. The following historical sec
tion can serve as background for this undersh|hding and 
action.

A Brief History of Drug Control
Opium, one of a number of substances with abuse 

potential, has been used for a variety of medical pur
poses through recorded history, and probably earlier. 
Some physicians in medieval Europe regarded it as a 
panacea. Opium use was first regarded as a social 
problem in China in the 18th century, when the intro
duction of opium smoking and the commercial exploita
tion of opium by the East India Company led to edicts 
by China against importation, and subsequently to the 
Opium War fought between Great Britain anti China. 
1839-42. One of the results of that war was a growing 
moral concern over the abuse of opium.

Opium preparations were used medicinally in the 
United States from colonial days, but there was a large 
increase in consumption in the latter half of the 19th 
century. This increase has been attributed to a number 
of factors. The science of medicine was undeveloped, 
and there were few specific treatments for disease. 
Opiates were prescribed for the relief of symptoms 
caused by a variety of disorders, especially diarrhea and 
gynecological conditions. Patent medicines, including 
soothing syrups for infants, contained opium and later 
morphine, codeine, and even heroin. When the original 

-disease was gone, the patient often found himself ad
dicted to opiates.

This resource paper, third in a series, was prepared by Clyde Fant. Jr., Don Hammer, and William M. Pinson, Jr., aleain 
of writers from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth. Texas, and edited by the stall of the Christian Life 
Commission. This team also prepared flic first resource paper on "Pollution." The material may be filed as reference infor
mation to be used by pastors, other church leaders, and discussion groups. Reprints are available from the Christian Life 
Commission, SBC, 460 James Robertson Parkway, Nashville, Tennessee 37219; one to nine copies, 25 cents each; ten or more 
copies, 10 cents each.

Morphine, an opium derivative, was isolated in 1812, 
and the hypodermic syringe and needle were invented 
prior to the Civil War. Many ill or wounded soldiers 
became addicted to morphine. Addiction for some years 
was known .is the "soldier's disease." These veterans and 
the "medical addicts" produced by physicians or by self- 
medication are not known to have differed much in 
their behavior from the general population, they were 
not necessarily antisocial or criminal, and they included 
respectable citizens of all social classes.

Opium smoking was infroduced to the United States 
by Chinese laborers imported to work on railroad con
struction, taken up by gamblers and criminals on the 
West ('oast, and rapidly spread to delinquent individ
uals all over the country By the 1870's people began 
to connect the use ol opium with criminal behavior, and 
to regard the former as the cause of tin- latter.

Heroin was first produced in 1898 through a further 
refinement of morphine, and was originally thought to 
be a iionaddicting "cure" lor opium and mor|niine addic
tion. By 1910 the medical profession, over-reacting to 
its original excessive regard lor heroin, was perceiving 
it as worse than morphine. Heroin was widely used as 
a snuff, as was cocaine, which was introduced to the 
underworld at about the same time. Both an* white 
powders, and it is likely that the bizarre and often 
dangerous behavior ol the cocaine user was attributed 
to tli<‘ heroin user. The term "dope fiend" was originated 
to describe cocaine users, but later came to be applied 
to narcotic addicts because of a confusion between the 
drugs.'

By the early 1900‘s public attitudes toward narcotic 
use and users began to change. The first Eederal at
tempt to control opium use came in 1909 with an act 
that prohibited the importation of opium, its preparations 
and derivatives, except for medical purposes. Further 
concern over the magnitude of the narcotics problem, 
and the realization that local and state laws were in
adequate. led to the passage by Congress of the Harrison 
Act (1914). Significantly, this act did not mike addic
tion illegal but sought to control the production, manu
facture, and distribution of narcotic drugs. The law 
required registration and payment of an occupational 
tax by all persons dealing with narcotic drugs. It further 
specified that only physicians could dispense narco^cs.



and that pharmacists could sell such drugs only on 
written prescription.

For the addict, even these restricted legal sources 
were soon eliminated. Because of the mood of the time, 
several Supreme Court decisions subsequent to the 
passage of the act had the effect of stringently limiting 
the role of physicians in prescribing narcotics to addicts. 
These decisions permitted physicians to dispense drqgs 
to addicts in diminishing awtfntities to break drug habits, 
but not in quantities sufficient to maintain such habits. 
This fine legal distinction, plus overprescribing by some 
physicians, led to a number of physician arrests and 
convictions. Such legal problems added to the difficulty 
of treating addicts on an out-patient basis and soon 
caused doctors to stop treating addiction.

Out-patient clinic resources, established by local 
health departments on an experimental basis beginning 
in 1919, were available only a short time. By 1923 some 
forty special clinics were open throughout the country 
to dispense drugs to addicts as a part of treatment. But 
widespread allegations that the clinics were handing out 
drugs too freely, thus spreading addiction instead of 
curtailing it, led to their closing by Federal authorities 
that year.

Cut off from both legal drugs and clinical assistance, 
addicts unable to break their habits turned entirely to 
an underworld market that previously had been a minor 
source of supply. To meet the high cpst of black-market 
narcotics, addicts became increasingly involved i^ 
criminal activities? Naturally enough, the public soon 
linked opiate addiction and crime.

Narcotic officials began to crack down through inter
national tredues, vigorous law enforcement, and ex
panded drug abuse education to reduce the number of 
known addicts in the U.S. by World War II to less than 
60,000 individuals.

In 1937, at the urging of the Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, Congress passed the Marihuana Tax. Act 
which placed marihuana under the same type of control 
as provided for narcotics in the 1914 Harrison Narcotic 
Act.

After World War II, more stringent controls and 
stiffer penalties were set. At the same time, the view 
of the addict as a sick person began to have great 
impact on popular opinion. A further impetus to a 
changing attitude among some segments of the popula
tion came with the White House Conference on Narcotic 
and Drug Abuse in 1962. The question was again 
raised: Is the addict a sick person or a criminal? From 
the debates and comments which followed the confer
ence, a new consensus emerged: The addict is a sick 
person, as well as a criminal. Out of the conference also 
came heightened interest in the need for addict treat
ment. A number of state, municipal, and nongovern
mental programs were undertaken in various parts of 
the country.

In recent years, public attention has been increasingly 
focused on the abuse of nonnarcotic drugs such as 
amphetamines (stimulants), barbiturates (sedatives), 
certain tranquilizers, and hallucinogens such as LSD. 
The growing trend toward abuse of these drugs was 
noted by the 1962 White House Conference.

In 1965, precceding from a recommendation by the 
President's Advisory Commission on Narcotic and Drug 

Abuse, the Drug Abuse Control Amendments were 
added to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The pur
pose of these amendments was to eliminate illegal traffic 
in amphetamines, barbiturates, and drugs of abuse other 
than narcotics and marihuana. To enforce these amend
ments, a Bureau of Drug Abuse Control was created 
under the Food and Drug Administration to regulate 
distribution of amphetamines, barbiturates, and other 
abused nonnarcotic drugs.

The Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966 pro- 
vided for the treatment and rehabilitation of narcotic 
addicts. In 1968 an executive order of the Johnson 
Administration combined the Treasury, Departments 
Bureau of Narcotics and the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare’s Bureau of Drug Abuse Control 
to form the present Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs in the Department of Justice.

The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Con
trol Act of 1970 gives the Attorney General power to 
make and enforce rules regulating the manufacture, 
distribution, and dispensing of 117 compounds, sub
stances, and chemical derivatives. The effect of this 
law is to put control of all dnigs under one comprehen
sive statute. It replaces the Harrison Narcotic Act, the 
Marihuana Tax Act, and other such drug abuse acts. 
This act decreases the penalties for simple possession 
and increases the penalties for trafficking in narcotics,'

As for the abuser—and potential abuser—of nonnar
cotics, there is growing recognition of the value of an 
educational, rather than a punitive, approach. James I.. 
Goddard, M.D., former Commissioner of the Food and 
Drugs Administration, has stressed the role of the class
room teacher in the educational process: "We may 
provide the law enforcement, but you must provide the 
educational climate to eliminate drug abuse.”'

It is the purpose of this paper to provide information 
about drugs and their patterns of use and abuse. An 
analysis will be given of drug types and effects, ap
proaches to the problem, and procedures for a program 
of ministry.

Basic Definitions
A drug is a reasonably pure chemical compound 

capable of producing in man a predictable series of 
physiological, biochemical, and behavioral changes.’

Drug abuse occurs when drugs are taken to influence 
body and mind for no sound medical or scientific reason.

Physical dependence (addiction) is caused by some 
drugs when repeatedly used in sufficiently large doses. 
This is an adaptation whereby the body learns to live 
with the drug, tolerates it with ever-increasing doses, 
and reacts with certain withdrawal symptoms when 
deprived of it."

Psychological dependence (habituation) is an emo
tional or mental adaptation to the effects of the drug. 
The abuser not only likes the feeling derived from use 
of the drug but he also thinks he cannot function 
normally without it.’

The World Health Organization’s ^Expert Committee 
on Addiction-Producing Drugs has recommended that 
the term “drug dependence,” with a modifying phrase 
linking it to a particular type of drug, be used in place 
of the term “addiction.” Drug dependence would thus 
replace drug addiction or drug habituation in the drug 

vocabulary." From a pracfi^al standpoint, however, this 
change has not occurred in general usage.

Types of Drug Dependence
1. Narcotic Type
Medically defined, a narcotic is a drug which pro

duces sleep or stupor and relieves pain due to its de
pressant eflect on the central nervous system* Included 
in this definition arc opium, its derivatives (morphine, 
codeine, heroin, paregoric) and svnlhetic opiates 
(meperidine, methadone, and others).

Medical Use. The most commonly used opiates are 
morphine, codeine, ami paregoric. Morphine is a 
standard pain reliever. Codeine is used to comb.it 
coughs and respiratory disorders as well as being used 
as a pain reliever. Paregoric containing an extract ol 
opium is used to counteract diarrhea and to relieve 
abdominal pain.

The depressant effect of opiates produces drowsiness 
sleep, and a reduction ol physical activity. Side elicits 
can include nausea and vomiting, constipation, itching, 
flushing, constriction of the pupils of the eves, and 
respiratory depression.

Manufacture and distribution of medicinal opiates are 
controlled by the Federal Government through laws and 
registration of distributors.'

Abuse-. The ability of the opiates tn relieve pain and 
to dull fear, tensions, or auxietv makes them popular. 
Heroin, a morphine derivative, is abused bv main in the 
United States.'' This whitish powder is taken bv svval 
lowing, sniffing, or injecting it hypodermicallv f

The eflect of heroin depends upon several lai tors, 
one being the mood of the taker. The drug heroin is a 
depressant that relieves anxiety and tension and also 
diminishes sex, hunger, ami other primal drives. Some
times it produces drowsiness, apathy, lack ol concentra
tion, and impaired mental and physical performance. 
Repeated and prolonged usage will certainly lead to 
tolerance and physical dependence."

The Bureau ol Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs main
tains a name file of active opiate addicts. At the begin 
ning of 1969, the file contained the names ol 64.011 
narcotic addicts in the United States. Many people loci 
this is not a true picture of the’addicts in the U.S. 
because it covers only those who have been called to 
the attention of the police. Perhaps a more realistic 
estimate of the number of opiate addicts in this country 
is between 100,000 and 200.000. ‘

More than one-half of the known drug addicts are in 
New York City. Most of the others arc in California, 
Illinois. Mic higan. New Jersey. Marv land, I’ennsy Iv ania. 
Texas, ami the District of Columbia.

Male addicts outnumber female addicts about six to 
one in the United States.1' Reports received by the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs indicated 
that about 47 percent of narcotic addicts are between 
the* ages of 21 and 30.'

There are more than a hall-dozen major and diverse 
patterns of narcotic addiction which arc identifiable; 
the physician and nurse addict, the southern white 
addict, the Chinese addict, the female prostitute addict, 
the career criminal addict, the northern <Thitc addict, 
the metropolitan Negro addict, and the Puerto Rican 
addict. The life history, social characteristics, and pat

tern of addiction followed by each of these addict 
groups are different/

Both codeine and paregoric are abused by youth and 
adults alike, but not to the extent that heroin is abused.

Narcotics and Criminality
Of the many controversial aspects ol narcotics addic

tion in this country, perhaps the most emotional!} 
freighted om- has been the nature ol its relationship to 
criminality.

Addiction is not a crime. It never has been under 
Federal law, vet it does not follow th.it a state of drug 
dependence can be maintained without running afoul 
of the law An addict must have drugs. Such pur
chases and possession arc criminal offenses under Fed 
eral ami state laws. So is sale, to which many addicts 
turn .is traffickers to support their habit. The addict 
lives in almost perpetual violation ol one or several 
criminal laws, and this gives him a special exposure to 
police action, arrest, and. where the addiction rate is 
high, a special place in police statistics

I'he nondrug oflenses in which the heroin addict 
Ivpically becomes involved - arc ol the fund-raising 
variety. Assaultive or violent ac’s. conlrarv to popular 
belief. arc the exception rather, than the rule lor the 
heroin addict, whose ding has a calming and depressant 
effect.

Illicit drugs arc expensive. It is estimated that an 
addict must spend an average ol fifteen dollars a d.iv 
to buy heroin This means a cost ol $5.1*1 a year, 
and the addii I who steals (o pav lot his habit will have 
to steal at least SI S.2511 worth ol men handisc.

Organized Crime ami Narcotics i
The sale ol narcotics is organized like a Icgitin.ilc 

importing wholes.ding retailing business. The distribu
tion ol heroin requires movement of the drug through 
lour or five levels between the importer and the street 
peddler. Some ciilori emenl officials believe the severity 
of the m.mdalory Federal narcotics penalties has caused 
organized criminals to restrict their activities to import
ing and wholesale distributing Transactions widi ad
dicts arc handled by independent narcotics pushers 
using drugs imported by organized crime.

'ijhe large amounts of cash and the international con 
nections necessary lot large, long-term heroin supplies 
can lie provided only by organized crime. Conservative 
estimates indicate that the gross heroin trade is $350 
million annually, of which $21 million arc probably 
profits to the importer and distributor. Most ol this 
profit goes to organized crime groups in the key cities.'

2- Depressant Types (Sedatives)
The most widely abused drug in tins group is ethyl 

alcohol. There is a popular misconception that alcohol 
is a stimulant, but it actually acts as a ventral nervous 
system depressant. Alcohol is a drug which can cause 
impairment of judgment and loss of coordination. Addic
tion to this drug is common. Its long-range effects 
include damage to the liver and the brain, and some
times even death. s

More than six million Americans are alcoholics. and - . 
there arc more than 25 million alcoholics in the world. 
In this country, alcohol is involved in excess ol 50 per
cent of the nearly 55.000 deaths and 2.5 million injuries 
that result from automobile accidents. In spite ol mis
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leading advertising and popular mythology, alcohol must 
he recognized as the dangerous, deadly drug that it is.

The barbiturates are also depressant-type drugs that 
are commonly abused. In street language the barbitu
rates are often called "goofballs.”

Medical Use. Today about thirty barbiturates are 
widely used medically. The best known are Miltown, 
Equanil, Doriden. Vahnid, Placidyl, Noludor, and 
Librium.’" The.se/tfre used because of their sedative, 
hypnotic, or anesthetic actions and are most commonly 
prescribed to produce sleep and relieve tension and 
anxiety. Under unedical supervision, they are impres
sively safe and effectjve *n treating epilepsy, high blood 
pressure, insomnia, and mental disorders.”

Abuse. The abuser tajces barbiturates orally, intra
venously, or rectally. Although barbiturate intoxication 
resembles alcoholic intoxication, it is far more dangerous. 
Unintentional overdosage can easily occur. Convulsions, 
which may follow withdrawal, can be fatal. Overin
dulgence in alcohol before barbiturate usage may re
sult in fatal depression of respiratory and cardiovascular 
systems.

Chronic misuse can lead to the development of toler
ance and both psychological and physical dependence. 
However, in order for physical dependence to occur, 
heavy continuous dosage is required. If this happens, 
abrupt withdrawal is extremely dangerous.”

Barbiturate suicide is the most frequent suicidadevice 
used by women. A review of suicides shows* drug 
suicides Aiccfiunting for 12 percent of the annual total, 
with 75 percent of these employing barbiturates. In 
addition, poisoning and accidental deaths occur, some 
of which cannot be distinguished from suicides. Re
search is still being conducted to determine the exact 
linkage of barbiturates to accidents. Barbiturates have 
not been implicated in criminal acts apart from their 
illegal use.”

Tranquilizers, unlike barbiturate-type sedatives, can 
be used to counteract tension and anxiety without pro
ducing sleep or significantly impairing mental and 
physical functions. Abuse usually is obtained by having 
prescriptions refilled in excess of needs.”

3. Stimulant Types
This group includes drugs which directly stimulate 

the central nervous system. The most widely known 
stimulant in this country is caffein, an ingredient in 
coffee, tea, cola, and other beverages. This drug is a 
central nervous system stimulant which can be harmful 
to children and adults when used in excess.

Cocaine belongs in the category of stimulant drugs. 
It comes from the leaves of the coca plant found chiefly 
in South America.” This drug causes excitability, talka
tiveness, and a reduction of fatigue. It may produce a 
sense of euphoria, strength, anxiety, fear, and hallucina
tions. Stimulation is followed by depression. It is either 
sniffed or injected directly into the vein. Practices now 
include combining this drug with heroin (“^peedball”). 
The abuse of cocaine is more sporatic than heroin. 
Though it has no withdrawal symptoms, it does give 
a strong psychological dependence.”

The synthetic stimulants such as amphetamines are 
frequently abused drugs. These drugs are also called 
“uppers,” “pep pills,” “bennies,” and “dexies.”

Medical Use. Amphetamines stimulate the nervous 
system and are prescribed for relief of fatigue and 
drowsiness, control of overweight, and for certain mental 
disorders. They produce an elevation of mood and a 
feeling of well-being.

Abuse. They arc usually taken orally in tablets or 
capsules; however, they can be injected intravenousk 
Most medical authorities believe there is no physical 
dependence, but tolerance develops and too large dosage 
can produce bizarre mental effects and hallucinations. 
Symptoms include hyperactivity, hallucinations, and 
feelings of persecution. Nervousness, insomnia, and 
talkativeness are milder symptoms.”

Research contradicts the claims linking amphetamine 
use either to crimes of violence, sexual crimes, or to 
accidents.”

4. The Hallucinogen Types
Hallucinogens include lysergic acid diethylamide 

(LSD), psilocybin, dimethyltryptamine (DMT), peyote, 
and mescaline. Marihuana is actually a mild hallucino
gen and has been recently so classified in the new 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 1970. Some of these drugs occur naturally (mush
rooms, cactus, tree bark, flower seeds, seaweed, etc.) and 
are capable of being synthesized in laboratories. At 
present they have no medical use except in research.

(1) LSD
This drug was synthesized in 1938 from lysergic acid 

present in ergot, a fungus that grows on rye.” It is the 
most potent of the hallucinogens. Effects vary with the 
drug dosage, the user’s personality, and the setting in 
which the drug is taken. The drug is colorless, odorless, 
and tasteless. Minute amounts (1/280,000 of an ounce)" 
are capable of extreme effects. It is deposited upon 
sugar cubes in liquid form, impregnated in cookies and 
crackers, or swallowed in pill form. LSD affects the 
central nervous system, producing changes in mood 
and behavior. Physical dependence does not occur; 
psychological dependence may occur, but it is uncom
mon.3’

Whep an LSD pill or cube is swallowed the user takes 
a “trip” lasting usually from four to twelve hours. A 
publication of a state medical society gave this account 
of the effects of a trip:

After the cubes, containing 100-600 mcg. (a micro
gram is one-mil lionet h of a, gram) each, are in
gested a startling series of events occur with 
marked individual variation. All senses appear 
sharpened and brightened; vivid panoramic visual 
hallucinations of fantastic brightness and depth 
are experienced as well as hyperacusis (abnormal 
acuteness of hearing). Senses blend and become 
diffused so that sounds are felt, colors tasted, and 
fixed objects pulsate and breathe. Depersonaliza
tion also occurs frequently so that the individual 
loses ego identity; he feels he is living with^bis 
environment in a feeling of unity with other beings, 
animals, inanimate objects and the universe in 
general. The body image is often distorted so that 
faces, including the user’s, assume bizarre propor
tions and the limbs may appear extraordinarily 
short or elongated. The user is enveloped by a 
sense of isolation and often is dominated by feel
ings of paranoia and fear. If large doses are in

gested (over AX) mcg.) confusion and delirium 
frequently ensue. During LSD use, repressed 
material may be unmasked which is difficult for 
the individual to handle. Duration of the experi
ence is usually 4 to 12 hours but it mav last for 
days.”

The mood effects run the gamut from laughter to no 
emotion at all, from happiness to paiiic and isolation. 
Trips should be monitored I>y an abstainer who prevents 
Hight, suicidal attempts, and impulsive behavior.

Some dangers of LSD cited are: (1) prolonged 
psychosis, (2) acting out character disorders, (3) 
suicidal inclinations, (4) activation of previously latent 
psychosis, (5) reappearance of the drug's effects weeks 
or even months later," and (6) possible chromosomal 
breaks or rearrangements.11

The nation’s only legal producer of LSD ceased maim 
facture in April, 1966. The existing supply is controlled 
by the National Institute of Mental Health which 
regulates all research projects. Some closely supervised 
research programs in alcoholism and terminal illness 
have utilized the drug, but then1 is, at present, no 
approved medical use for LSD."

The words of Dr. James L. Goddard succinctly state 
the case against LSD’s use: "Medically unsupervised use 
of LSD is analogous to playing chemical Russian rou
lette.”

(2) Marihuana
In the U.S. marihuana is a preparation made from 

the flowering tops of the female hemp plant (Gaimabis 
Sativa) mixed with considerable leaf material: Hashish, 
which is more widely used outside this country, is the 
unadulterated resin obtained from the tops of the plants. 
Hence, marihuana possesses about one-sixth the psycho
active potency of hashish.” However, this potency 
varies considerably from place to place. Most of the 
drug reaches the U.S. from Mexico where it is cut, 
dried, pulverized, and smuggled across in brick form. 
It is then commonly converted into cigarettes and con
sumed by smoking.”

This drug has no commonly accepted medical use. Its 
effects are complicated, combining both stimulation ami 
depression. In very large dosages one gets hallucino- I 
genic effects. Much of marihuana's effect depends upon I 
the personality of the user ami the setting in which it 
is taken. It may bring exaltation, disconnected ideas, or 
it may induce quietude. Panic, confusion of time and 
space, hallucinations in sharp color, and impaired mental 
and motor functions have all been experienced by mari
huana users. One state may follow another with the 
influence wearing off in a few hours. The immediate 
physical effects may include nausea and vomiting, but 
there are no known lasting physical effects, although 
some serious questions have been raised by researchers 
at this point in recent months. Tolerance is slight and 
there is an absence of physical dependence.3" Early in 
1971 the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
sent to the U.S. Congress a report which contains a 
study of the known facts about marihuana. A summary 
of this report is available from the National Clearing
house on Drug Abuse Information, 5454 Wisconsin 
Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015.

Marihuana and the Law. The Comprehensive Drug 
Abuse and Control Act of 1970 makes the possession of 

marihuana punishable by not more than one year im
prisonment or a fine of up to 85,000, or both. The 
individual can be placed on probation before a sentence 
is passed thus deferring court proceedings. The sale, 
manufacture, or importation of marihuana is punishable 
by imprisonment of not more than 5 years, or a fine 
of not more than $15,000, or both. In each of the above 
cases, penalties can be doubled on the second offense. 
When applicable, parole is possible after three years of 
the sentence has been served.

(3) Mescaline and Peyote
Mescaline comes from a button-growth on a cactus in 

Mexico and is available on the illicit market as a powder 
in capsules, as a liquid, or in vials. It is usually taken 
orally but can be injected. Because of its bitter taste, 
the drug is often taken with tea, coffee, milk, orange 
juice, or some other beverage." Peyote comes from the 
same plant and is similar."

(4) Psilocybin
Psilocybin is derived from certain mushrooms in 

Mexico. It is not nearly as potent as LSD but does 
produce similar hallucinogenic affects. Psilocybin is 
available in capsule, powder, or liquid form.'''

(5) DMT
This drug is a recent addition to the list of hallucino

gens. It is a junior-grade synthetic of LSD."
In all these hallucinogens, different degrees ol toler

ance are reported. Physical dependence apparently does 
hot develop."

What Gan Be Done
1. Prevention of Drug Dependence
This would invoke a two-pronged attach aimed at 

eliminating desire and opportunity for drug*.

Eliminating Desire
Any study of drug abuse patterns will reveal certain 

troublespots in the cities where narcotic addiction is 
heavy. People who arc in low economic, education, and 
minority group conditions are highly susceptible to drug 
abuse. These slum areas must be cleaned up and the 
people encouraged, -aided, financed, and motivated be
fore the problem of drug abuse can be solved. Until 
the U.S. meets the needs of the inner cities with some 
consistent programs of. mutual concern and help, many 
of these people will remain despondent and will seek 
escape from harsh reality through narcotics.*'

Abusers of dangerous drugs (LSD, stimulants, or de
pressants) are not necessarily in the slum areas. They 
may be anywhere on the social spectrum from the very 
wealths- to the very poor. The characteristics they share 
are lack of purpose and meaning, or sheer boredom.

An effective program of drug education can help 
reduce desire for drugs. Ignorance needs to be dispelled 
about the nature of drugs, the dangers, the psychology 
and sociology of addiction, the rationale for rehabilita
tion, and the basic provisions of drug laws. See the 
Suggested Reading list on the last page for sources to 
use in education and action related to drug abuse.

Sensational articles or sermonizing should be avoftled 
in these educational presentations. Professional workers 
like doctors, lawyers, judges, social workers, law enforce
ment people, educators, and ministers could serve as 
excellent resource persons.

Agencies which deal with the problem should be 
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supported and utilized. A visit to one of these institu
tions may prove helpful in seeing firsthand what can 
be done and what needs to be done.

Personal study material can be obtained free of 
charge from:

(1) American Social Health Association, 1790 
Broadway, New York, New York 10019

(2) American Medical Association, Mental Health 
and Drugs>6tmirhittee, 535 N. Dearborn Street, 
Chicago,/Illinois 60610

(3) Public Health Service, U.S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, 
D.C. 2026^

(4) Department of Justice, Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs, Washington, D.C. 20537 

Eliminating Opportunity
Though illegal importation of drugs may never be 

completely blocked due to the size of the country and 
the profit motive, the neck of the illicit traffic is at the 
ports and borders and, as such, is vulnerable to enforce
ment officers. Studies reveal the need for more such 
enforcement staff and inspection teams."1

The illicit traffic in depressant and stimulant drugs 
is quite new and operates within the country. Much 
of this illegal traffic could be cut down if the states 
would adopt uniform drug abuse control laws similar 
to the Federal Statute of 1970. Existing laws now are 
strikingly dissimilar. In too many states, there are none 
at all. There needs to be a joint Federal-state\»ffort 
with insisJeiiU- upon certain registrations, records, and 
audits of drugs.'7

Discretion should be used in enforcing drug laws. 
Judges and officials should be relied upon to use their 
awareness of the problem, environment, and personality 
in dealing with some drug abuse cases. This does not 
mean they should not be firm and apply the law to 
those who need it, but it does mean they should 
exercise flexibility (e.g. with drugs like marihuana).

Drug laws should also consider drug offenses in 
several categories according to their seriousness. Con
sideration should be given to whether an offender is an 
addict or part of the crime system.“

How can the drug abuser be treated? Is there a road 
back to society? Today, more ambitious programs are 
being utilized to help than ever before.

2. Treatments
On the Federal level, the recognition that addicts are 

sick people led to the enactment of the Narcotic Addict 
Rehabilitation Act in November, 1966. The act provides 
for civil commitment of addicts for the purpose of treat
ment and rehabilitation. It provides for aftercare within 
the addict’s own community and also makes funds avail
able for community-based treatment programs."’ Other 
evidences of Federal concern are the Federal hospitals 
at Lexington, Kentucky (which is now a drug abuse re
search center) and at fort Worth, Texas. Both provide 
treatment for withdrawal, psychotherapy, vocational, 
and academic opportunities. The weakness in this sys
tem of care focuses in the high relapse rate (up to 94 
percent return to drugs).60

On the state level the California program is a rare 
exception. Addicts are sent to the California Rehabilita
tion Center for group psychotherapy, remedial educa
tion, vocational training, and counseling. Halfway 

houses are provided where outpatients are helped to 
adjust to community life. New York also has pioneered 
in this area of treatment."

Some private programs should be mentioned. Nar
cotics Anonymous, modeled after Alcoholics Anonymous 
has chapters in major cities. Spiritually oriented, it relies 
on mutual inspiration, discussion, and the therapeutic 
value of confession.”

Synanon is a society of ex-addicts who operate a 
number of residential centers chiefly on the West Coast 
with headquarters in Santa Monica, California. These 
ex-addicts are aided by volunteer medical staff. Mem
bership is voluntary but selective and features a "cold 
turkey” approach to withdrawal, emphasizing group 
pressure and support.”

Daytop Lodge is a residential facility designed to ease 
the ex-addict’s transition into community life. It fea
tures the group therapy approach and is similar to 
Synanon."

Methadone programs represent another approach to 
drug abuse problems. Several cities are experimenting 
with this treatment method. Former heroin addicts art- 
being stabilized on methadone—a synthetic narcotic. 
The programs provide maintenance doses for as long 
as necessary for the addict to assume responsible living.11

A variety of church programs are being developed 
to help in the treatment of those with drug problems. 
More and more Southern Baptist congregations are 
ministering to drug abusers and providing drug educa
tion. Tl*- Seminary Extension Department of the 
Southern Baptist Convention has developed a drug 
education program for pastors entitled Helping People 
with Drug Problems. Information about this program 
can be obtained from the Seminary Extension Depart
ment, P. O. Box 1411, Nashville, Tennessee 37202.

Other church programs include such efforts as the 
East Harlem Protestant Parish with its storefront clinic 
which provides psychiatric, medical, legal, and recrea
tional services; Catholic retreat centers; and David 
Wilkerson’s Teen Challenge, which relies heavily mi 
prayers and work for cure.”

Parole is of course not a medical technique, but it 
may be classified as a form of treatment insofar as it is 
used to help' a person overcome a dependence upon 
drugs. The parole agency supervises an addict in the 
community to coordinate his adjustments in working and 
living socially. A prime example of this method is 
operated by the Narcotic Treatment Bureau of New 
York."

3. Alternate Approaches to the Drug Problem
Numerous persons have argued that such programs of 

treatment are failing as evidenced in the high rate of 
return to drugs. They urge an end to the hounding of 
addicts and opt for such programs as a legalization of 
drugs and ambulatory clinics.

Their thesis is simply this: the present system of leg®k 
controls has made fabulous profits in the illicit drug 
market possible. The most effective way to eradicate 
drug addiction is to take the profit out of the illicit drug 
traffic.'1' This can be done by treating drug users on an 
ambulatory basis in out-patient clinics or in physicians’ 
offices. Addicts can be given drugs as needed for with
drawal or for support until they are willing to give it 
up. In this way, it is argued that illegal traffic will dry 

up because addicts will have free drugs and can lead 
normal lives free of incarceration.

The weaknesses of this approach include: (I) Addicts 
will use drugs regardless of costs involved whether free 
or exorbitant. (2) If all restraints were removed, there 
is reason to believe the addict population would increase 
considerably. (3) Few addicts would be satisfied with 
minimum doses (tolerance being what if is) and would 
simply go from the clinic to buy further illicit drugs, 
i 4) Isolation of the addict during drug withdrawal is 
the only proven way to help both him and the general 
public. (5) Free drugs would allow addicts to introduce 
others in the community to drugs. (6) Such a plan 
would give drug dependence a moral sanction that 
would encourage its spre.id among potential users. (7) 
The U. S. has tried clinics before and they have not 
worked largely because of the impracticability of volun
tary treatment. Addicts do not have the personal drive 
Io impose self-discipline. They need special hospitals 
with trained staffs.”

Such programs as legalization and ambulatory clinics 
drt not seem to be the answer to the American drug 
problem.

4. Ministry
Drug abusers fall into three basic groups. The first 

group employs drugs for a specific purpose. Examples: 
the student who uses amphetamines to stay awake al 
exam time; the housewife who uses pills for additional 
energy to get through household chores, the truck driver 
who uses amphetamines to stay awake while driving all 
night. Such individuals may or may not exhibit’p.sycho- 
logical and or physical dependence.

The second group consists of "spree users," usually 
of college or high-school age. Drugs an- usvd foi 
kicks or just for the experience. There may In* some 
degree of psychological dependence, but little or no 
physical dependence because of the drug taken (mari
huana or LSD) and the sporadic pattern of use. These 
drug sprees constitute a defiance of convention and 
authority.

The third group is made up of those who have be
come dependent upon drugs. Their lives revolve around 
the drug. They exhibit strong psychological de
pendence, often reinforced by physical dependence. 
They feel life would be meaningless without drug 
support.

Slum sections still account for at least three-quarters ' 
of the known heroin addicts. But frustration, imma
turity, and emotional deprivation are not peculiar to 
depressed neighborhoods. People in middle- and upper- 
economic classes also misuse drugs, especially alcohol. 
Drug dependency is not discriminating. All that is 
needed is a drug, a person, an environment, and a 
personality deficiency."' Christians believe that sin is 
an important factor with which to reckon in dealing 
with drug abuse.

Is this drug-dependent person a criminal to be placed 
in jail, is he a sick person needing hospital treatment, or 
is he a sinner needing salvation? He may very well be 
all of these. The abuser probably chose to take drugs. 
He may have willfully broken laws ai^l made contacts 
with the illicit crime system. His acts of crime have 
cost the general public millions of dollars. He may be 
a criminal, but he is also a person with a defective 

personality, defeated or defiant, and lacking in self- 
discipline. The person, in a majority of cases, cannot 
voluntarily break the‘habit. He has a problem which 
is too big for a home remedy .

The churches who would minister to this person 
should view him as a morally responsible man who 
desperately needs help. He is "a brother" (Cen. 4:9) 
in psychological and physical need i Matt. 26:35-45) 
whose desires have enslaved him (Rom. 7:23-34, James 
1:14-15). This is the time to show compassion, not to 
condemn (Matt. 7:1-5; Gal. 6:1-2).

Specifically. Christians can;
(1) Accept the drug user as a child of God with 

patience and grace and a keen belief in God's power 
to transform life (Rom. 8:1-2; 26).

(2) Recognize the value of referral to the proper 
institution for treatment and professional care. Know 
the available facilities and resources.

(3) Recruit members Io donate labor ami skills to 
the agencies ministering to drug abusers.

(4) Perform a ministry to drug abusers and their 
families. This could ii|\olve education, reassurance, 
acceptance, forgiveness, ami spiritual counsel.

meaning lor life through Christ, communicated in for
giving and compass innate love (Luke 7:37-50).

Conclusions
1. All drugs can be dangerous. The degree of danger 

depends on the type of drug, dosage. frequency of use. 
personality of the user, and the situation in which the 
drug is usvd.

2. Some abusablc drugs van cause physical drug de
pendence. and nil may cause psy chological dependence.

3. Marihuana has been reclassified as a hallucinogen 
by Federal law. State laws should be similarly changed.

I. Sedatives and stimulants are liot considered nar
cotics but are dangerous drugs.

5. Contrary to popular belief, crimes of violence arc 
rare among narcotic abusers, though such users break 
the law when buying drugs, and they may commit such 
crim(*s as robbery to secure money for drugs.

6. Abusers are not confined Io any economic or social 
class. However, despair caused by poverty and social 
pressure accounts for heavy use of heroin in urban 
centers.

7. The end result of drug addiction is disastrous un
less persons are able to achieve a vital reorientation of 
life.

8. The fight must be against the drug traffic (as 
visualized in organized crime) and for its victims.

9. Efforts must be supported to eradicate poverty 
and despair which breed some of the drug abuse.

10. Legalization and ambulatory clinics do not seem 
to be the answers to today’s needs in the United States.

11. Support must be given to community-based in
patient and out-patient treatment centers with com
petent staffs, sound therapy, counseling, anti vocational 
training.

12. Additional research should be encouraged in 
many of the gray areas of drug knowledge. Sociological 
studies can give facts that are needed to determine
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proper laws, treatment, and regulations.
13. The church should minister to drug abusers, help

ing them find meaning in life through evangelism, 
acceptance, forgiveness, and love.
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Counseling young drug users 
is an important part of 
Gunter's work at the Center

THE CENTER:
A Chaplain 
on 24-honr Call
By Mary-Violet Burns

“Kids know we won’t blow the whistle.
You’re not going to get a person of! drugs 
bv having some authority say, “Quit drugs!”

W
hen you think of drugs, you automatically 
think of kids.' laments Bob Gunter. "This is 
not necessarily true Drug abusers range in 
age from seven to 60. There are no socio- 
ec'onomic boundaries In education, they range from 
no schooling to post-graduate "

Gunter should know As executive director of chap
lains at the Pastoral Counseling Center. Memorial Hos
pital. Long Beach. Calif. Robert L Gunter talks with 
drug addicts everyday

The more affluent people are usually on the harder 
drugs, because they can afford them. ' he has found 
' But you don't need money to be on drugs It's almost 
like a religious zeal '

Because of the number of drug abusers who are 
teenagers. Gunter usually.speaks of addicts in the con
text of the youth culture

The kids who come here have a tremendous under
ground communications system " he explains "They 
know we won t blow the whistle You're not going to 
get a person off drugs by saying. Quit drugs!’ Our only 
requirement is that they want to quit "

As father of three teenagers, the generation gap is 
no joke to Gunter But I contend that it is a communi
cation gap not a generation gap. he says emphati
cally

One of the biggest problems in the usage oi drugs 
is the breakdown in communication " To badoage— 
and perhaps cement—the break with its own teen 
counselees the center has established “Communica- 
teens "

Communicateens is a program of rehabilitation 
aimed at former drug users between 14 and 21 years of 
age "I don't go along with the idea that the majority of 
kids have not tried drugs.'' the Southern Baptist chap
lain explains "I’d say about 90 percent of the kids I 
know have experimented with drugs "

i Young people in Communicateens must stay 
' clean"—that is. off drugs When a teenager expresses 

an interest in becoming a communicateen. "we tell him 
that for the first year we trust him about one percent " 
Gunter says

The future communicateen s therapy includes sensi
tivity training, group analysis and personal involvement 
in the center's program. He is not patronized by being 
given hero status for giving up drugs. "The ex-user 
comes in with no luster at all." the 45-year-old chap
lain says.

After cnmpleting 12 weeks of training ( They get 
smaller ampunts of everything our chaplain interns 
do." Gunter says), the communicateen is involved in 
the ministries of the center as "faciliator." He is used 
on the HELP NOW line, a 24-hour-answering service, 
especially during hours when large numbers of teen-a 
agers call in. ’ —>

"The communicateen can communicate with teens in 
a manner that we can't." Gunter admits, "because he 
speaks their language." conunuw
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Referees from drug counseling are directed to doc
tors, psychologists, psychiatrists. The center is also a 
training station for clergymen who are then used in 
counseling.

HELP NOW resulted from the large 
number of calls Gunter was receiving.
“They indicated a real need for it.”

I
nspired by a military chaplain who "didn't talk 
much, but was always there and was solid." Bob 
Gunter developed a deep interest in psychology, 
medicine and religion. The result was a marriage 
of the three fields in Gunter's decision to enter the 
hospital chaplaincy.

Eleven years ago. Gunner came to Memorial Hospital. 
Today, as executive director, he supervises three other 
full-time chaplains and three interns on his st^ff. He 
also directs the counseling center, which handles the 
drug ministry as well as traditional actiyities.

The center was conceived when Gunter put himself 
on 24-hour-a-day call at the hospital. After he coun
seled patients and employees, he would give them his 

card, instructing them to contact him if they needed 
help.

"The volume of calls I received indicated a real need 
for a communication line to which people could go in 
crisis situations." he remembers. HELP NOW. a tele
phone hotline manned at all times, was the outgrowth

Chaplaincy interns and volunteers who have com
pleted 12 weeks of rigorous training man the HELP 
NOW lines; they must be knowledgeable about every
thing from new math to neurosis.

The biggest headache at first was directing callers t > 
a central location where they could receive help; the 
Pastoral Counseling Center, with its network approach 
to ministry, was the answer.

A $130,000 donation finances the center; a $120.0C 1 
donation funds its youth program; and the physic; i 
plant was dropped in Gunter's lap by another doner.

Speaking at a local Rotary Club, Gunter mentione ' 
the center's need for facilities. In the audience was 
man who owned a building which he sold to Gunter fc 
$6,000. Then the man had it moved—free—to its pre: 
ent location, across the parking lot from the main ho; 
pital building. The center has nffw outgrown th. 
facility.

Perhaps the success of the Pastoral Counseling Cei 
ter may be attributed to its stance; "Complete conf 
dence for anyone who comes in," says Gunter.

The majority of the patients are referred by doctors, 
ministers, or HELP NOW volunteers When a counselee 
enters he first consults one of the chaplains who deter
mines his physical/emotional state The second step is 
a thorough checkup

Finally, in a meeting between psychiatrist or psychol
ogist, doctor and chaplain, the patient is reviewed 
From this discussion comes individual treatment

One girl brought home a hag of grass 
.Hid announced it was marijuana.
Her shot ked mother rushed bag and 
daughter t<» the (enter immediately.

A
mong those treated are the numerous addicts 

who filter into the center Gunter believes most 
drug abusers—especially teenagers—are evid- 

lencing deeper emotional problems If parents 
teach their children about values he says drugs will 
take care of themselves

"All you can do is give them the hard, cold facts 
then assume that they have the intelligence to make a 
decision Trust them Hold them in unconditional pos
itive regard Kids don't need to be frightened into not 
trying drugs They will create their own scare tactics 
But they must make the decision of whether they will 
use drugs, and you must respect that decison

Over 100 teens have made the decision to go 
through Gunter's Communicateens program It |sn't 
an organization where we expect every week that 100 
kids will show up he says They graduate and hope
fully they will carry their training over into life

Communicateens are required to plan and carry out 
projects as part of their training For example the 
school system has asked them to pick from contempo
rary music, the pro-drug songs school officials want 
to be aware of current trends in the youth drug scene

The communicateens are also designing their own 
drug literature They are not making any inoral judg
ments.” Gunter feels T^hey just believe that much of 
the present drug materia1! is laughable because most of 
the people who talk about drugs have not experienced 
the drugs they are discussing

The city narcotics department uses communicateens 
to aid its work with first offenders When arrested the 
new users are usually brought before an examining 
board consisting of an attorney a policemen an ex
user and a psychologist A commumcateen sits in on 
these sessions; they keep the offenders and the offi
cials honest.” Gunter days

The teens would like to open a coffeehouse— Our 
House”—which would include a sack shop in front, 
for fellowship, and a classroom in back where courses 
could be offered to the public Gunter would like to 
offer an l-hate kids -music” course for bewildered 
adults who have not learned to appreciate popular 
music

Another program could be designed to help parents 
bridge their own families' generation gaps The need 
for such a class was obvious recently

A girl, having tried desperately, with ne success, to 
get her mother's permission to come to the center for 

emotional counseling, brought home a bag of grass 
and announced that it was marijuana The enraged 
mother immediately brought bag and daughter to the 
Counseling Center

The young girl had cleverly anticipated her mothers 
reaction But the whole situation clearly pointed to the 
failure to communicate between the generations

Gunter also sets incalculable value on drug educa
tion but the Center would never be able to meet that 
need People must be educated to the facts about 
drugs.' he says, and it must start with the fourth 
grade—perhaps below that

On the west coast, drugs are rampant in junior high 
school—the teens don't even know what they are tak
ing he adds They can't realize the consequences of 
their acts "

Educating parents is a priority too Adults should be 
conversant in teen slang, but realize that this is the 
kid's terminology and that kids resent adults who toss 
it around He censures the middle-aged hippie type
At the Center instead of being like kids we act 

adult he says They respect our role "
He reiterates constantly his belief that parents must 

get involved You can help the teen but you must 
involve the parent he says

Gunter hopes a television project which he envisions 
will facilitate this parental involvement "If you ask par
ents to come to their children's school for a discussion 
on drugs about two percent would come he says "If 
their children were in a school ofay nearly all the par
ents would come

So I want to take an age group perhaps third 
grade and develop a script on their level concerning 
drugs then do a play The center will tape the (play 
and play it back for the parents and their children on 
the center s closed circuit TV setup

We hope to show this play at schools and churches 
too Gunter says It will be high on values but low on 
pressure

Drug abusers and communicateens find additional 
understandings concerning narcotics at a center- 
owned campground outside Idlewood. Calif Akawe” 
(meaning to pursue”) is a place young people can 

gfet away” for getting high on nature sessions
I The kids get up there and they don t want to come 

back. Gunter laughs One boy arrived at Akawe. 
jumped from the car and ran until he collapsed, ex- 
-hausted It was one of the few times he had seen the 
stars clearly

"Kids want to turn on and if adults don't help them 
do it with nature or helping other people, they're going 
to do it with drugs. Gunter explains

Church groups are also taken to Akawe for retreats: 
and their peculiar retreat curriculum may include a 
course in beneficial relaxation, for example

A Southern Baptist Theological Seminary graduate. 
Gunter feels definitely that his program of drug rehabil
itation is inherently evangelistic

"You can talk gospel a great deal, he says, "but it's 
whether you show it that matters The counselees 
know where we are on the question of Christianity, but 
we don't try to shove it down their throats.

"Evangelism goes on in a very effective way We 
keep each other honest " •

Home Mission
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A Beginner’s 
Dictionary

When most people refer to “narcotics," this 
group of drugs is what they are talking about. 
Opiates are used medically as pain killers. On the 
street they cause pain for the user and society in 
general.

Opium: A white powder from the unripe (seeds of the 
poppy plant. Opium can be eaten, but it is usually 
smoked in an opium pipe.

Morphine: An opium extract. It is one of the strongest 
medically used pain killers; it is strongly addictive.

Heroin: Strongly addictive, It is prepared from mor

phine. Outlawed even from medical use, heroin is 
the most commonly used drug among addicts It 
can be sniffed, injected under the skin or into a 
vein. Street slang for heroin includes “scau." 
"smack,” “H," and "junk."

“On the Nod”: Or "nodding." The state produced jy 
opiates. Like being suspended on the edge of 
sleep.

Mainline: Or "to shoot up." Injecting a drug into a 
vein.

"A Hit": Street slang for an injection of drugs.
Works: The apparatus for injecting a drug. May inclu ‘e 

a needle, and a bottle caip or spoon for "cookin i" 
(dissolving the powdered drug over an op n 
flame). Commonly used are a diabetic's nee< e 
(available at drugstores) and an eye dropper.

Fix: One injection of opiates, usually heroin.

Junk: Heroin, so named because it is never pure as 
sold on the street. (Each pusher along the chain 
"cuts" the heroin—with everything from baking 
soda to powdered asprin to powdered sugar. Con
sequently, the addict never knows the quality of his 
"fix." It may have little effect. Or it may be so 
strong it kills him.)

Junkie: An opiate addict.
Skin Popping: To inject a drug under the skin.
A Bag: A packet of drugs, or a single dose of opiate. 

Amount of the drug in the bag is denoted by price, 
a nickel bag ($5), a dime bag ($10).

"Cold Turkey": Describes withdrawal that occurs after 
repeated opiate use. The addict can become irrita
ble, fidgety, perspiration increases, there is lack of 
appetite. The main problem in discontinuing opiate 
use is not getting off the drug, it's staying off.

Track: Scars on the skin left from repeated injection of 
opiates.

Overdose: A fatal or near-fatal amount of drugs. More 
than 900 deaths were attributed to heroin OD in 
New York City in 1969. Death results when the part 
of the brain that controls breathing becomes para
lyzed.

Addiction: Physical dependence or^a drug, so that 
when the drug is taken repeatedly, and stopped 
suddenly, physical withdrawal occurs.

STIMULANTS
These drugs stimulate the system, or make a per
son more lively. White they are not physically 
addictive like the opiates, they produce a psycho
logical dependence or craving.

Amphetamines: These stimulants are taken in'tablet or 
capsule form, or injected into the bloodstream. 
Among the widely used amphetamines are: 
Dexedrine— "dex" or "dexies."
Benzedrine— "bennies.”
Methedrine— "speed" or "crystal meth."
Biphetamine— "footballs."

Speed Freak: Person who repeatedly takes ampheta
mines or "speed," usually intravenously.

/

Mental Effects of "Speed": Fast-acting amphetamines 
produce a decreased sense of fatigue, increased 
confidence, talkativeness, restlessness, and an in
creased feeling of alertness. As dosage increases, 
amphetamines can produce irritability, distrust of 
people, hallucinations and amphetamine psy
chosis.

Amphetamine Psychosls:A serious mental illness 
caused by overdose or continued use of ampheta
mines. A person loses contact with reality, is con
vinced that others are out to harm him. The most 
frightening part: this psychosis sometimes contin
ues long after the person has stopped taking the 
drug.

Rush: The brief heightened state of exhilaration at the 
beginning of a high.

“Ups": Or "uppers." Street slang for stimulants espe
cially amphetamines.

Cocaine: Another kind of stimulant, derived from Co
coa leaves. It is sniffed as a white powder, or 
liquified and injected into a vein. It produces a fast 
and powerful feeling of elation. Cocaine does not
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In the turbulent world of drug abuse, 
terms constantly change. However, with 
luck these should help the average adult 
know only slightly less about drugs than 
the average pusher.

produce a physical dependence (addiction) but 
does produce a strong psychological craving.

Coke: Street sJang for cocaine.
Crashing: Withdrawal from amphetamines, the swift 

descent from an amphetamine high to severe lows 
of depression.

Psychedelics
The medical classification of all mind-altering 
substances. "Psychedelics” change a person's 
perception of his surroundings.
Marijuana: The crushed and chopped leaves and flow

ers from the hemp plant. Sometimes smoked in 
■cigarette form. Sometimes smoked in pipes. A de
pressant. marijuana reactions may include: A giddy 
feeling like drunkenness; changes in perception 
and mood; feelings of vyell-being or fear; and pos- 
sibily hallucinations. Exaltation and a dreamy sen
sation accompanied by a free flow of ideas; 
loosened inhibitions. Not a narcotic in the^iedical 
sensg, it causes no physical dependence, but may 
be psychologically addictive. Slang terms include 
"grass." "pot" and "Mary Jane."

Jofnt: Marijuana cigarette.
Hallucinogens: Psychedelics which cause hallucina

tions.
LSD: Probably the most powerful psychedelic. Reac

tions to LSD are extremely unpredictable. 
Distortions in time and space. Brighter colors. 
Vivid sounds. Feelings of strangeness. A sense of 
beauty in common objects. Sometimes fear and 
panic. Sometimes even psychosis. Chromosomal 
damage has been reported.

Flashback: A user can be thrown back into the LSD 
experience months after original use.

Acid: A slang term for LSD. A frequent LSD user is an 
"acid head."

Drop: To take any drug orally. LSD is usually dissolved 
in water, and may be placed on a sugar cube. The 
term is to "drop acid."

DMT: A powerful psychedelic prepared in the labora
tory as a powder or liquid. It is usually injected into 
the vein or smoked along with marijuana or in cig
arettes.

Psilocybin: This psychedelic comes from a mushroom. 
It is less potent than LSD and takes a larger dose 
to get the effect.

Peyote: From th^ peyote cactus, causes pronounced 
visual effects. It is used legally in religious rituals 
by some Southwestern U. S. and Mexican Indians.

Mescaline: "Mesc" is the common name for this drug 
which also comes from the peyote cactus. 
Stronger than peyote, mescaline also causes vivid 
visual impressions.

Roach: The butt end of a joint.
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Hashish: Called "hash"; prepared from the flowem g 
tops of the hemp plant. Hashish is smoked in a 
pipe or taken orally, and is more powerful th q 
marijuana.

THC: Purified extract of the resin of the hemp pla t. 
Made in the laboratory. It's thought to be the su - 
stance in marijuana and hashish that causes t e 
mind-altering effects

Trip: A name for a reaction that is caused by psych - 
delic drug. A "bummer" is an unpleasant or frigi - 
ening trip.

Head: Someone who uses drugs frequently

THE DEPRESSANTS
The category of drugs that depresses the 
functions of the brain.
"Downs”: Street slang for depressants.
Alcohol: Ethyl alcohol, a depressant because it slov-s 

the functions of the brain that control thinking and 
coordination. In high doses it produces drowsiness 
and sleep. Alcohol is an addictive drug, since after 
prolonged or continued use, it can produce phys
ical dependence (alcoholism), and when discontin
ued. causes withdrawal symptoms at least as 
serious as other addictive drugs.

Barbiturates: These drugs are called sedatives—medi- 
cirfes which induce sleep. Taken in capsule or tab
let form, they cause physical dependence. Among 
common commercial names for barbiturates are: 
Seconal— "red devils."
Nembutal— "yellow jackets."
Amytal—“blue heaven" or "blue devils."
Liminal— "purple hearts."
Tuinal— "rainbows" or "double trouble."

DOM: Called STP by users, derived from a laboratory 
process similar to LSD. Effects can last for two or 
three days.

Intoxication: Sedative or tranquilizer intoxication is 
similar in its symptoms to alcohol intoxication. 
Driving while intoxicated can be extremely danger
ous and is thought to cause 25,000 traffic fatalities 
a year

Barbiturate Overdose: More people in the U. S. die as 
a result of an overdose of barbiturates (usually sui
cide) than of any other single substance.

Tranquilizers: Drugs that calm tension and anxiety. Do 
not cause sleep except in high doses. Tranquilizers 
are taken in capsule or tablet form. Some commt n 
commercial names for tranquilizers are Equaril. 
Miltown. Librium and Valium.

Inhalents: Solvents and glues sniffed or inhaled n 
closed space. Can cause intoxication as well -is 
hallucinations. May result in physical damage o 
kidney, blood and nervous system. Of immedirW 
danger is chance of suffocation from overwhel' •- 
ing presence of fumes in closed space or plas: c 
bag used to hold solvent?*and/or glue to face. . - 
creasingly experimented with by children unojr 
teenage. •
Prepared as a public service for the BOSTON GLOBE in consultation > n 
David C Lewis M 0 author of The Drug Experience



“It was New Year’s eve. . . . 
a clock striking midnight.
I started crying. I told 
the man, please could 
he wait until after 12?”

J
osie shi/ts her position on 
the edge of the bed. Nine 
months pregnant, the baby 
feels heavy.' But it is not the 
baby that makes her uncomfortable. 

She has gone more than 36 hours 
without methadone. She is getting 
sick.

"I wonder what can be keeping 
Roland," she asks absently. "He 
should be here by now. Lord, I feel 
bad.”

The clock on the lamptable says 
3:05. Josie smokes a cigarette as 
she talks.

"We came here to get on the 
methadone program. We had been 
trying to get off heroin without any
thing. We couldn't wait. One of us 
would get so sick, we'd go out.

"We^eMed medication. Over 
there they don't have nothing. No 
clinic^ or nothing. We never even 
think about it over here; we never 
use drugs since we got on it."

A Mexican-American with cream 
skin and coal-black hair, Josie is 
potentially attractive. But today her 
eyes are listless; she is tired; with
out her methadone, she has had a 
sleepless night and a restless day.

Constantly her hands work, open
ing and closing a matchfolder, fid
dling with her loose fitting dress. 
She sits up, leans forward on one 
arm, sits up again. Her hands keep 
moving.

"I was trying to get off metha
done when I got pregnant. The doc
tor told me to keep on it: he said it 
would be too hard to give up with 
the baby.

"The baby will be born an addict. 
That worries me "

This is Josie’s third pregnancy. 
She's been lucky. Pregnancy is a 
serious occupational hazard for a 
prostitute.

Four-year-old Eva, the second 
child, wanders into the room and 
sits on the single bed across from 
Josie. Josie looks at the clock. 3:22. 
"What can be keeping Roland? 
Eva, go outside and watch for 
Daddy.

"I don’t like for her to hear," Jo
sie says as the front door bangs, 
"she understands; she's smart.

"She's seen me fixing. I wanted it 
so bad, I didn't care who saw. I'd 
run them out and if they didn't go, 
I'd fix anyway. I couldn't wait.

"I never could take care of the 
kids right when I was hooked. My 
parents are still keeping my son; 
they won't give him back.”

A plain, simple person—she can
not read or write—Josie stumbled 
into heroin addiction.

At 18, she fell in love and mar
ried. The man was an addict and a 
pusher. He got her started, and, for 
a time, kept her supplied with 
enough heroin to support her habit.

But Josie’s husband was arrest
ed, abruptly cutting off her pipeline 
to free heroin. For a woman addict, 
streetwalking becomes the most 
realistic option.

"I was bashful, real bashful to 
talk to men.” Josie remembers. "I 
had a girl friend who would talk to 
men for me. Finally she told me I 
had to gKalone. She had the habit 
too and she had been on it a year 
and needed more stuff than me. I 
was just starting.

“I worked in a house. Where I 
was working they didn't want to pay 
more than $10 a time. I always tried 
to get $15 or $20. Lord it was hard.

"It didn't matter. Every nickel 
we'd,.get we'd spend on the stuff. If 
we got $500 we’d spend it all. We 
could never put any back when we 
were on heroin."

The time is 3:46. Eva—Eva with 
the big. sad. knowing eyes—comes 
back into the room.

"Is Daddy coming. Eva?"
Eva shakes her head. She slides 

up on the single bed—a folding 
cot—and pets the small cur dog. 
"Go put the dog out, Eva."

Cold sweat moistens Josie's fore
head, matting the straight black 
hair around the edges. Josie 
pushes it back and lights another 
cigarette.

"I used to cry. One time I was 
going up the stairs. I remember it 
was New Year's Eve. A clock was 
striking midnight. I started crying.

"I 'went in the room and sat on 
the side of the bed and cried and 
cried. I told the man, please could 
he wait until after midnight?

"I wanted so bad to be home with 
my parents and my child."

Josie laughs, tugs at the Io-. >e 
green dress, nervously fingers ie 
matchfolder.

"When I started going on e 
streets. I just knew Roland's wif | 
didn’t know Roland. I was ama. id 
at her. She was on the streets ni- it 
and day. She was older and >e 
treated Roland like a baby, ie 
wasn't used to working.

"She was real good at stea1 >g 
money from the men. I never c d, 
except one time. I took a ma . s 
pants and all.

"Took them and ran. I didn't th ik 
he would chase me naked. But ie 
did. He ran naked after me.

"I tossed the pants to Roland aid 
he ran after Roland and Rola-id 
punched him down. We ducked out 
the back stairs and drove away. Oh. 
my Lord." Josie can smile at the 
memory now.

"My mother said, 'Why did you 
do that?'

"I said, 'My Lord, I was sick, I had 
to do something.'

"Sometimes we would not get 
enough to buy the stuff,” Josie 
remembers. "We would get sick. 
That was when it was hard. I still 
had to go out an' try to make it, but 
I would be so sick.

"Once I was going up to this ho
tel, and I was vomiting and all; I 
had the chills . . . God, I don’t want 
to think about it."

The clock has inched past 4 p.m. 
"What can be keeping Roland? 
They said he was coming home 
early?"

“I took methadone. . . .
No withdrawals, no 
high, no nothing. It was 
like I never had a habit.”

R
oland's inventory work" or 
a hotel restaurant pays m 
$70 a week, the first hon st 
money he has made n 
years. Proud of it, he tries to Ie rn 
to budget for the first time in i^ 

life. •
Food takes a bit chunk, and $6 a 

month goe^ for the three-roc. n, 
unfurnished "shotgun shack” 
rents. Bus fare and incidental liv g 
expenses drain off more. A d 
$17.50 per week goes for met1 a- 
done. It's cheaper than heroin.

A
 water-clear, slightly bitter
tasting liquid, methadone is 
a synthetic narcotic, devel
oped by German scientists 

during World War II as a morphine 
substitute.

Methadone produces no euphor
ia. no tranquilization, no heroin-like 
'rush." no high. But it effectively 
negates the addict's craving for 
drugs. "I took methadone," says a 
former addict, "and there were no 
withdrawals, no high, no nothing. It 
was like I never had a habit. It killed 
my obsession. And for the first time 
in maybe 20 years, I’m a person 
again, a human being.”

As long as he gets his daily meth
adone, that is. For methadone, like 
heroin, is addictive. Unlike heroin, 
however, it does not increase one's 
tolerance level with constant use. 
And, again unlike heroin, it is 
cheap. It can be produced for as lit
tle as 15c for a day's dosage, al
though most clinics charge from 
85c to $1.50.

As far as is known, methadone is 
relatively harmless. But it has been 
used only a few years. One doctor 
admits, "We don't know enough 
about it to know what it's long- 
range effects are. But you can be 
sure there are some. Methadone is 
a powerful drug to be pumped daily 
into the addict's system "

Already reported side effects in
clude mild drowsiness, decreased 
sexual interest, nausea and consti
pation. But pro-methadone advo
cates point out that heroin addicts 
suffer similar symptoms; metha
done is no worse than a diabetic's 
daily use of insulin, they argue.

“Remember when you 
were jumping up a 
skeleton, wanting a fix?

W
hen he met Josie, Ro
land had been on heroin 
for 16 years. Tracks on 
his arm—needle marks 
from injecting heroin into the 
bloodstream—were so extensive 

blood couldn't be drawn from the 
veins. His habit had reached $100 a 
day. which he earned—some days— 
pimping for a number of women.

"Th? women.” a prison psychia
trist had told Roland once." are 
substitutes for your mother. You 

are looking for the mother you 
never had."

At five. Roland watched his 
mother commit suicide. At 14—his 
father a wino—Roland ran away. By 
the time he was 33. he had spent 14 
years in prisons.

Roland and Josie,together almost 
three years, have lived a depress
ing, drug-driven existence. They 
came to New Orleans from Houston 
to escape it.

"Sometimes we'd go without eat
ing for days,” remembers Josie. 
"We'd sleep in vacant houses. It 
was awful. We didn't worry about 
anything, except how we were 
gonna make it. We were just stay
ing anywhere We'd sleep on the 
floor."

Josie smiles—a creeping smile 
that helps assuage the memory of 
hard floors and cold stairwells and 
dirty hallways, a smile that reflects 
the comfort of the bed she sits on,

"Now Roland's getting fat." she 
says. "He's really gaining weight, 
looking real nice. Just the other 
morning I was telling him, "Remem
ber whefi you were jumping up a 
skeleton, wantino a fix?' "

She Wipes her forehead 4 08 "I 
wonder what's keeping him?"

“Methadone’s the only 
thing that ever kept me 
away from drugs.
It helps people and 
I’m all for it."

R
oland, a slight, short Mexi- 
can-Americqn, wears a thin 
mustache and slicks back 
his long, black hair. He 
stands in front qf the methadone 
clinic, breathing heavily, staring 

into the cold gray sky over New 
Orleans.

The clinic is a storefront in a pre
dominately black section. At a small 
window in the narrow hallway, an 
addict puts down his $1.25. His 
name is checked off a list, and he is 
given an ink-bottle-sized plastic 
cup. containing his daily dose of 
methadone diluted in Kool-Aid.

Each cup carries the addict's 
name in red letters.

When he has gulped his dose, the 
^ddict returns the cup, it is rinsed 
out and replaced in the rack.

In a large, smoke-clouded room 

in back, men sit, stand in small 
groups, talking, laughing occasion
ally, playing pool at one table. They 
are former addicts now on metha
done maintenance.

The air is heavy with listlessness, 
desolation, purposelessness, hostil
ity, suspicion. It is a room of fail
ures struggling to become 
successes.

I
n the car. winding the narrow 
New Orleans back streets. 
Roland condemns the dehu
manizing. impersonal atmo
sphere of local methadone clinics. 
But not methadone

“It's the only thing that ever kept 
me away from drugs." he admits, 
"It helps people and I'm all for it. 
I'm against these b that
make money off it. We're suffering 
and they're getting rich off us

"They dpn't care about anything 
but the money "

When Roland and Josie arrived in 
New Orleans they had Eva and the 
clothes on their backs. That was all. 
Josie hustled the streets for a while, 
until they could get money and a 
place to stay .

The "apartment" they found was 
a bedroom-bath in an old twq-story 
building down the streevfrom 
Friendship House, a Southern Bap
tist Home Mission Board mission in 
a low-income area of the city.

It was more than they could af
ford. The landlord threatened evic
tion if they didn’t pay the rent. 
Needing help. Josie came to 
Friendship House.

"We loaned her S15 to pay the 
rent," remembers Julian Pickens. 
31-year-old director of the center. 
"She thought she was six or seven 
months pregnant. She'd never been 
to a doctor. She had no clothes for 
herself or her kid."

The more Julian learned of Josie 
and Roland's situation, the more 
concerned he became. New Orleans 
Seminary student Dennis Wool- 
bright. an intern at Friendship 
House, was given responsibility of 
relating—as counselor/friend—to 
Josie and Roland.

He located them a place to live 
and helped them move.

Gradually. Dennis won Josie's 
confidence and a measure of re
spect from the cynical Roland, who 
claims to be a Marxist and an athe
ist. Contmuta
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Photos By Everett Hullum

“With pay people, with my 
experience, it works.”

R
oland and Josie are among 
the 13 methadone addicts 
being counseled by Pick
ens, Woolbright and an
other student intern, Harry Hearne.

They are among the 40 to 50 who 
have come through the center's 
program since Julian became direc
tor a year and a half ago. And part 
of the 200 to 300 who have received 
aid through Friendship House since 
the state methadone program be
gan in 1967.
“Before methadone, the addict 

had three alternatives,” says War
ren Rawles, who directed the center 
when the program started. “He 
could go on as he was, try to kick 
the habit cold turkey, or get busted.

"None of the choices was very 
pleasant or very promising.

"We chose to support the metha
done program as the only realistic 
possibility," continues Rawles, now 
assistant secretary in the HMB's 
Christian Social Ministries Depart
ment. After counseling more than 
200 addicts, he hasn't regretted the 
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decision. "With my people, with my 
experience, it works."

Methadone maintenance pro
grams are new in the United States. 
The drug had been used earlier, but 
in 1964 in New York was begun the 
first extensive program, involving 
counseling and therapy while using 
methadone to ease withdrawal and 
block heroin euphoria.

Administered in this way, metha
done has been significantly suc
cessful. A recent study of the New 
York City program showed 82 per
cent of those who originally en
rolled are still participating and 
three-quarters are either at school 
or at work.

Estimates of recidivist rates for 
traditional withdrawal programs 
range from 80 to 98 percent. More 
than 90 percent of those court-or
dered into the two federal narcotics 
hospitals—at Lexington, Ky.t and 
Fort Worth, Tex.,—eventually return 
to heroin.

Other programs, geared around 
"live-ih" communities and peer- 
group pressures, show an impres
sive rate of success with addicts. 
But they are prohibited, by their 
very nature, from handling the vol
ume possible in even the worst 

methadone maintenance programs
Methadone programs, especially 

maintenance, are probably the only 
massive program^ to show low 
rates of recidivism.

But not everyone is pro-metha- 
done.

Critics of the program—including 
Synanon, a West Coast-based 
“community" of former addicts, 
and Narcotics Anonymous, a paral
lel of AA—charge that methadone is 
merely exchanging one habit for 
another.

They argue that any attempt 
rehabilitate the addict without re
structuring his ego and life patten s 
is superficial, a “false cure 
doomed to failure.

“If you’ve seen a guy 
go through withdrawal. .
It’s terrible.”

he New Orleans progrs n 
began |y<e the NYC mod 
But the number of addk s 
grew beyond the caselo 1

potential of volunteer workers - 
funds were never available for e - 
tensive counseling—and psycholo -
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ical aspects of the program were 
gradually discontinued.

Of the more than 1,300 New Or
leans addicts receiving methadone 
daily, probably fewer than 100 get 
adequate counseling.

An official at the Bloom-Sudder- 
land clinic admits that the addicts 
need mental as well as physical 
help:

"We did have students from Tu
lane University leading a therapy 
group, with Dr. Bloom in charge. 
We maintained it for a time, but it's 
not functioning now. . . . We don't 
have the personnel.

"However," he adds, "methadone 
does have its place in society. Quite 
a few of our patients have married 
and have children; they've begun 
stable home lives. They can support 
a family, even though addicted to 
methadone.

"The program's also a success in 
this way: it keeps them off the 
streets."

Crime rates drop when metha
done is used. New Orleans police 
statistics confirm this.

Addicts steal millions of dollars 
annually to sustain habits ranging 
from $12 a day to $100. But most 
methadone addicts, because they 
can function normally and their 
"fix" is so cheap, present no threat 
to law enforcement.

With few exceptions, addicts 
praise methadone.

"It's like I just been sitting on a 
dark shelf all this time." says Al. a 
33-year-old California addict, "just 
waiting for time to pass.

"Then someone takes me down 
and they dust me off and wow- I 
don't want to hide inside that little 
dark bubble any more. I think of all 
those big black clouds that hung 
over me and shudder

"That's why this is so beautiful. I 
walk out on the street and the sun 
shines and I think it's so nice. I 
drive over to my old neighborhoods 
and the addicts come over and they 
say. "Geez. Al. you're looking good. 
You're really clean.'"

Yet limited funds and facilities 
keep thousands of addicts from 
methadone programs—if they hap
pen to live in a state that offers one 
in the first place.

New York, with its pioneering 
program, has 2,500 methadone 
users, but an estimated 25,000 ad
dicts under 25 live—and die—in the
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city; 900 deaths were attributed to 
heroin in 1969.

One doctor compares the long 
waiting list in New York to "asking 
someone to wait for artificial respi
ration."

Friendship House's Julian Pick
ens agrees. "People have been lost 
because of the delay between the 
time they make their decision to go 
on methadone and when they could 
start.

"It's such a critical time we've 
loaned people money until they 
could get on the program, knowing 
they'd probably use it to buy her
oin. A guy on six papers a day is 
going to get it some way—legal or 
illegal—rather than go sick.
“If you've seen a person go 

through withdrawal ." Julian 
hestiates "It's terrible "

To be accepted, an addict must 
be examined by a physicam Cost: 
$20. Many addicts don't have it 
Friendship House has "loaned" that 
too.

Once confirmed to be physically 
addicted, the individual is screened 
by a committee of former heroin 
addicts, w^io give final approval 
"One problem." says an expert "is 
that it's too easy to drop out A guy 
can quit any time he wants to go 
back to H."

After being on the program for 
three years, an addict can get a 
week's dosage at one time Until 
then, all doses are given at clinics

The time lag—often exceeding 
two days—so bothered Julian he 
has now arranged for a special 
physical, after which an addict can 
be on the program in less than 24 
hours

"When a person comes to us 
hooked on heroin." Julian says, 
"we help him decide if he wants on 
the program or to kick it cold tur
key.

"If he decides on the program, 
without exception, we have to help 
him with his physical fee and later 
his daily costs.

"The clinic knows we re not fudg
ing, and none of those we've rec
ommended have been turned 
down," Julian adds. "We don't have 
any trouble deciding. The addict'll 
have symptoms: nose running, 
glassy-look in the eyes, sometimes 
e^jreme nervousness. I've started 
asking to see track marks."

Friendship House counselors 

carry the addict as long as he's 
content. When he feels ready to 
kick methadone, they help him 
come down.

"In our counseling, we try to help 
each person realize he has to ac
cept responsibility for his acts. 
When he can accept responsibility, 
we've crossed the first threshold," 
Julian says. "We can go on from 
there to build a good self concept."

Methadone can be kicked over a 
long period of gradual withdrawal, 
or abruptly, causing about 10 days 
of severe sickness — nausea, 
"throwing up black." dizziness, 

diarrhea The effect is similar to 
heroin withdrawal and last the 
same time, despite a mushrooming 
New Orleans rumor: "Methadone 
takes 30 days and 30 nights to 
kick." believes one disenchanted 
addict. "Can you imagine going 
that long without sleep? I’d rather 
be on heroin; I can kick that in a 
week "

During the "drying out" process, 
counseling sessions may increase 
from one to two or three a week 
But the labk of a controlled envi
ronment is a handicap.

"The guy's hurting." Julian says. 
"He's going to need somebody with 
him 24 hours a day; someone 
who'll reinforce his desire to break 
his habit We'd like to set up a 
place "

Whether the addict decides to 
take the cure, he is accepted at 
Friendship House He decides when 
the counseling stops

"When he feels he can handle his 
problems." Julian says, "he's free. 
But we leave the door open. We 
still get calls from people we ha
ven't seen in months. Some have 
problems; others just call to say, 
‘I'm doing all right." "

M
any do all right because 
Friendship House helps 
them find work Because 
they've lived as crimi
nals. getting established in the 
straight world is difficult.

On many occasions. Julian has 
used Friendship House's reputa
tion—and his own—to get a job for 
an addict without references. One 
former heroin addict works an off
shore oil drilling rig. “He's making 
twice what I am," laughs Julian. 
"He's sold on the program; without 
it. he'd still be running the streets."
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Julian Picket Idshlp House

ijChriiiresp<

ley re pretty 
d,” Julian say). 
Mict apked me, 
: do you get out 
«?’ He.figured I 
etting a kick- 
from the clinic), 
re really suspi

cious
“One addict started 

us. He came to us 
and said, 1i’m 
hooked; I need help.' 
Sort of snowballed, 
someone telling 
someone else. We 
were sincere; we 
cared. They saw we 
weren't out to hang' 
them."

“The churches 
around here haven’t 
gotten involved. 
They see addicts as 
somebody to talk 
about. But we speak 
at churches and the 
young people cajl us. 
They know we’re 
willing to be their 
friend, to talk 
without con
demning. To 
.Understand.

“If you’re going to 
get into thi* game,

you fun the risk o” 
being called at two or 
three o’clock in the 
mcMTiiing- That tests 
whether you’re 
ready.

**We don’t force 
the religion thing 
hercj. But without 
^exception, they ask, 
■Why do you do this?’ 
Because they think 
Everybody has an 
*ngle, I tell them as a 
Xhristian, I’m in the 
Belping professiop. I

Executives Word by Arthur B. Rutledge
Eaacutlva Sacrelary-Treiiurer. HMB

"Will" Power

few weeks ago, I received two 
letters regarding wills. One informed 
me that a deceased woman had in
cluded the Home Mission Board in 
her will. After making some disposi
tion of personal things she had stipu
lated that the remainder—$30,000— 
would be divided equally between 
the Foreign Mission Board and the 
Home Mission Board. We had never 
heard of her, but she had heard of 
missions and now will continue to 
extend the gospel even beyond her 
death.

Another was from a woman who 
has made generous personal contri
butions to home missions. She asked 
for help in drawing up her will, and 
expressed her intent to continue to 
support home missions generously 
beyond her lifetime. We gladly en
listed an attorney in her locality, and 
her wishes will be carried out.

From time to time an officer of one 
of the Baptist Foundations informs 
the Board that it is a beneficiary of a 
trust left in the Foundation’s care.

Some months ago a retired Baptist 
pastor placed a gift annuity with the 
Board. He will receive interest on the 
annuity for the remainder of his life, 
after which the face amount of the 
annuity will be placed in the Board's 
Church Building Loan Fund. Through 

wthis revolving fund this minister will 
thus continue to help churches.

During 1970 the Board received 
$64,655.76 from the wills of 19 per
sons. The amounts ranged from 
$63.19 to $11,736.18. This has been 
happening each year for many years, 
enabling the Board to extend its min-
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istries beyond what would otherwise 
have been possible.

The Board is grateful to individuals, 
couples and families who have sup
ported home missions in such ways. 
We appreciate the service of Baptist 
Foundation representatives, lawyers, 
pastors and others who have inter
ested potential donors in investing in 
mission work-

The Board adheres strictly to the 
terms of such gifts. Sometimes a 
grant is for specific types of missions 
service, such as work with an ethnic 
group or for assistance in starting 
new churches.

In one case funds may carry on a 
worthy mission project; in another, 
funds may be used largely in relieving 
human want.

Some bequests provide that the 
corpus be invested and oply the earn
ings from the trust used. One trust 
stipulates that three percent of the 
corpus plus the earqings from the 
investment of the trust shall be used 
each year.

In many instances the use of the 
bequest is left to the discretion of the 
Board. Since 1943 the Board has 
placed such gifts in its Memorial Fund 
where the corpus is invested and 
earnings are used in undergirding all 
of the work.

During the past 27 years this fund 
has climbed to a balance of $1,- 
415,000. Last year the earnings from 
this fund poured $76,744.59 into 
home missions work. The Memorial 
Fun^ thus functions as permanent 
endowment, although it also func
tions as an emergency reserve fund, 

which may be used by vote of the 
Board’s directors.

At present interest rates on such 
bequests earn an amount equal to the 
total balance of the fund in less than 
20 years, and the corpus remains in
tact. An excellent example is the Bot
toms Trust fund, set up by Mrs. Ida 
M. Bottoms of Texarkana. Ark., over 
40 years ago. The earnings of this 
large trust have provided more than 
S1 million for home missions work 
during these years.

While the Board is a beneficiary of 
several other large trusts, most be
quests come in relatively smaller 
amounts.

A growing home missions effort 
requires the generous support of 
Southern Baptists through the Coop
erative Program and the Annie Arm
strong Easter Ottering. Thoughtful 
provisions of men and women who 
are good stewards of their estates as 
well as of their current income has 
furthered the work significantly.

If the Board can help in answering 
inquiries or in any other way, we shall 
be glad to do so. The Southern Bap
tist Foundation, located in Nashville. 
Tenn., and the state Baptist Founda
tions, operated by many of the state 
conventions, stand ready to assist in 
such matters as they serve our Baptist 
agencies and institutions.

We are encouraged by the faithful 
stewardship of hosts of Southern Bap
tists. The directors and staff of your 
Home Mission Board seek to be good 
stewards of the resources made avail
able for the furtherance of the gospel 
in our beloved homeland. •
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Leadership Section

Kesty, Openness, Characterize 
ida Baptist-Catholic Dialogue

by C. B. Hastings

AAr ill Rogers once said, "There are 
two kinds of people: those that di
vide people into two kinds and those 
that dqn't."

Can you imagine two more diverse 
groups of Christians than 50 Baptist 
and 50 Catholic leaders from the 
Southeast in three-day conversation?

Let them begin with a drive by a 
Catholic bishop from Mobile, Ala., 
and a Baptist pastor from Asheville, 
N. C., usin^the same tee: "Salvation: 
Its Meaning and Relation to Christian 
Social Responsibility."

No«®mall wonder that at first the 
participants at the conference felt like 
lost golf balls in high weeds!

At the outset Thomas Starkes, sec
retary of the Department of Interfaith 
Witness, warned that this was to be 
no "tea and crumpets" affair: "We 
are learning about dialogue," he said. 
"It is not a polite exchange of jokes, 
anecdotes, punch and cookies. It also 
involves getting to know each other 
and being sure we don't sell out to 
the other party in the process. I hope 
that in the next 40 hours there will be 
some sparks flying. These sparks will 
be assurance that honesty is there in 
abundance."

Indeed, the sparks did fly.
After the opening addresses the 

men matched flint and steel for six 
hours in small groups. For two hours 
each, they discussed the issues that 
historically have provoked Baptist- 
Catholid debate: Salvation and Evan
gelism, Church-State Relations and 
Civic Righteousness.

Some Baptist veterans of the debate 
wars of the early twentieth century 
rejoiced in their once-in-a-life-time 
opportunity of setting the Catholic 
heirarchy straight on salvation. Some 
younger Catholics delighted in expos
ing Baptist inconsistency in accepting 
Federal funds for schools and hospi
tals by devious means.

Participants discovered early that 

they had brought to the history-mak
ing conference some unrecognized 
fears. Some were even afraid they 
might discover Christlikeness in "our 
ancient foe."

In almost every small group pat
terns of discussion developed early. 
At first debate raged, with each side 
imputing to the other definitions and 
interpretations it had long held true. 
Neither side was hearing the other.

As the day wore on, some began to 
say, in effect, "These guys are not 
saying wlrt^ • thought they were sup
posed to say. Maybe I had betrer start 
listening." Gradually emerged a fresh 
understanding of where Baptists and 
Catholics stand today—instead,of yes
terday.

As mutual concerns began to take 
the forefront, remarkable common 
ground was discovered: common 
hang-ups in trying to be leaders for 
God Lp a confused church; common 
confession of pride and prejudice that 
has drained energies needed more in 
healing a broken world; a common 
need for the freedom of the Holy 
Spirit to bring revival and renewal.

Letters from participants at the Feb
ruary conference at Daytona, Fla., 
have underscored this trend.

The director of a large Roman Cath
olic organization said, "It will be ob
vious, as we review our discussions, 
that Catholics and Baptists still differ 
widely. But it will be obvious, too, 
that as we talk with one another now 
we speak without shouting; seek to 
convince rather than condemn. And 
we listen to what the other has to 
say."

A Baptist secretary of city and met
ropolitan missions said, "I have never 
seen before a more sincere group of 
Baptists and Catholics in true dia
logue than here in this conference. I 
am confident that this effort will pay 
rich dividends in the days ahead. . . . 
Heretofore we Baptists have preached 
against this group, but this is the first 
time, that I know about, that we have 
made an honest attempt to have dia

logue—man, this is progress!"
What "progress" did the parti - 

pants hope for? One Baptist state e • 
tor put it this way: "For me, i e 
greatest significance of the event <s 
that it was held at all. Its greab-.t 
hope is that those who participat* d 
are calling for more. Its greatest fa.I- 
ure is that there needs to be official 
planning for those who proclaim 
Christ as Lord to speak to one an
other."

There was "official planning" by the 
Department of Interfaith Witness of 
the Home Mission Board and the Na
tional Conference of Catholic Bish
ops' Committee on Interreligious 
Affairs.

Even though the Roman Catholics 
were represented by Archbishop 
Donnellan of Aflanta, and Bishops 
May of Mobile, Soenneker of Owens
boro, Ky., Waters of Raleigh and Dur- 
ick of Nashville (who has recently 
been appointed by the National Con
ference of Catholic Bishops as liaison 
with Southern Baptists), yet Monsi
gnor Bernard Law of the national 
committee sounded like a Baptist 
when he said, "No Catholic can speak 
for any other Catholic in all matters."

In spite of this common admission, 
men went away determined to con
tinue this kind of profitable discus
sion apart from "official planning." 
Still it is the hope of both sponsoring 
bodies that they may be "able io 
serve in a consultative and catalytic 
function in planning statewide me, t- 
ings between Southern Baptists a d 
Roman Catholics."

There are other evidences, so. :e 
before and some as a consequence ->f 
the conference.

A Catholic pastor in Asheville I iw 
received approval from his bishop o 
invite a prominent physician and dt i- 
con of the Fiart Baptist Church to st d 
a Wednesday night Bible class »f 
men in his parish house. Baptists a d 
Catholics in South Carolina recer *y 
combined to distribute New Tes i- 
ments in almost every home in i e 

state. A prominent Baptist pastor in a 
large city in Tennessee has invited a 
Catholic priest, with whom he be
came friends, to bring his bishop for 
informal dinner in his home.

All agreed to seek ways of present
ing a common front to the forces of 
evil and injustice in their own area.

In the report of the North Carolina- 
South Carolina group there were 
these conclusions:

We discovered that in both 
our bodies we are considerably 
hindered in our witness to the 
modern world due to our over- 

' emphasis on traditional com- 
cepts and methods . . . We dis
covered few experiments in 
each group equipping Christians 
for this changeover, but we 
welcomed from any source any 
aid along this line.

Dialogue as understood by 
our group . . . exists in and for 
itself. It has no value outside 
itself. It can by definition have 
no other goal. It cannot be 
measured by a progression of 
ideas or by a calculated com
promise of policies and by a 
watered-down merger of institu
tions. The abiding integrity of 
each body is respected, and the 
common pilgrimage to maturity 
is expected.

Bishop May challenged the confer
ence on the basis of each commun
ion's definition of salvation: "I would 
hope that we might see together what 
each believer's salvation meaps for 
the total welfare of all men in today's 
world. In God's providence, we are 
the two major Christian bodies in 
America today. If we do not give 
moral leadership—God have mercy 
on us!" Cecil Sherman, pastor of First 
Baptist, Asheville, N. C., responded 
with his own challenge:

When you speak of salvation 
as saving the whole man and 
saving the structures of society 
and saving the life of the 
Church—then you are making 
tall talk. You would do well to 
have great resources. I contend 
that our real resources have 
been cluttered in our own 
minds by our parochialism. For 
years I have been taught that 
Catholics were so different from 
me until they were really a part 
of the problem rather than a 
part of the solution. There is 

one sense in which the growing 
secularity of our time may do 
much to help us. We are being 
forced in upon each other. We 
will learn that a secular world 
cannot tell the difference be
tween the two of us. If a secular 
world considers the two of us as 
Christian, might we not do our
selves a favor to consider each 
other as Christian and pool our 
resources where we can? "To

Happenings
f by Larry Bryson

What are home missionaries like? 
What do they do? Are they involved 
in the communities where they serve? 
These are some of the questions 
"Happenings" will attempt to answer 
each month. "Happpenings" is "first
hand information" from the field to 
you.

• Asked to relate a significant Chris
tian experience. Rev. Wesley A. Lind
sey, pastor, ParkwaL Baptist Church, 
Indianapolis, Ind., related:

"One of the most outstanding ex
periences of my life was the time I 
went home to tell my mother I had 
decided to resign my work as an 
undertaker to enter Ouachita Baptist 
College to study for the ministry. She 
was not at all surprised-. She then told 
me how at a mission meeting offering 
time, she had held the offering plate 
to prayerfully dedicate her unborn 
child to God. She had no money to 
give. Iwas that child, her first."

• The Metropolitan New York Baptist 
Association honored Language Mis- 
sione Director Leobardo and Isabel 
Estrada for their leadership in the 

*associational language missions pro
gram.

Rev. Estrada is preacher for "La 

save the world" by Christian 
definitions is a large order, and 
even God may need both of us 
to get the job done.

Roman Catholics now have the 
open Bible and an "open window 
upon the world." Baptists have a wit
ness to a religion, both spiritual and 
free. ■

Hora Bautista," the Spanish-Baptist 
hour, and served as second vice- 
president of the Southernl Baptist 
Convention in 1955-56. Under his 
leadership the language ministries 
program has grown from one West 
Indian chapel in 1962 to nearly 30 
congregations in 1970.

• Missionary Marvin Haire, pastor 
Monmouth Baptist Church, Eaten- 
town, New Jersey, was honored by 
the Eatentown Kiwanis Club as Man 
of the Year in Eatentown.

• Armando Silverio, missionary to Ital
ians in Pittsburgh, Penn., recently 
served as guest chaplain in the Senate 
opening the day's session with 
prayer. Silverio has served with the 
Language Missions Department of the 
Home Mission Board as missionary 
for 10 years.

• Do home missionaries have a busy 
schedule? Take a look at one lan
guage missionary's regular schedule, 
which is in addition to regular dutie$ 
as pastor of a mission church:

—Participation in tribal functions: 
funerals, feasts, general councils, 
special activities.

—Participation in the Indian way of 
life: chasing wild horses, cattle
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Four unforg 
will let you “ 
ture of your

new 
dimensions
in learning 
and travel

table tours which 
lip inside" the cul- 

orite cities . . .

round-ups, root digging, berry pick
ing, food preparation, fishing, hunt
ing.

— Participation in organizations; 
member of HUD local housing au
thority to build 50 new homes; mem
ber county welfare commissions; 
member of fire department and pres
ident of residents of Westhill organi
zation.

—Participation in special projects: 
counselor with court on youth proba
tion cases; work with public health 
psychiatrists dealing with youth and 
social problems; help with tribal pub
lic relation talks in schools and with 
teacher orientation in local schools; 
meets weekly with alcoholic couples 
in his home.

THE BIBLE CONFRONTING 
MODERN MAN—Aug. 12-26 
William Barclay, .Helmut Thle- 
licke ... A five-day conference 
at the University of Edinburgh 
on biblical studies plus excur
sions into the Scottish High
lands. Then to Berlin for dis
cussions with leading theolo
gians . . . sightseeing in both 
East and West Berlin.

BIRTHPLACES OF THE 
WORLD’S GREAT RELIGIONS— 
July 8-Aug. 4
George K. Schweitzer . . . The 
shrines of Shinto . . . mosques 
of Islam . . . synagogues of 
Judaism ... the cathedrals of 
Eastern Orthodox. Roman Cath
olic and Anglican Christianity. 
Every stop will Include a dis
cussion of each faith by an 
English-speaking native scholar.

EXPERIMENTS IN COMMUNI
CATION—July 29-August 18 
Charlie Shedd and Floyd 
Thatcher . . . London. Copen- 
rtrngen. Berlin. Heidelberg. 
Meersburg. Lucerne, Paris, and 
Amsterdam ... A travel en
counter that includes discus
sions on building communica
tion bridges in the family and 
sessions on the development of 
creative writing skills.
AFRICAN HERITAGE—EAST 
AND SOUTH AFRICA—
Juna 10-July 8
Joseph Philbrick. Lois Smith 
Murray, George and Katy 
Stokes ... An In-depth exper
ience with the diversity and vi
tality of tha real Africa. Partic
ipants will communicata with 
representatives from tribal 
groups, visit local villages, ob
serve traditional dancas. sam- 
Ela authentic dishes. Ancient 

Ibllcal Ethiopia ■ . ■ colorful 
Zanzibar . . . and so much 
morel

The following letter from Rev. Bill 
Frost, was received from a mission 
church in California, Myhre Memorial 
Baptist Mission, 7057-E Compton Bou
levard, Paramount, by William T. Up
dike of the Division of Church Loans.

Dear Bro. Updike:
Here's the first check for the 

rent of the mission. We opened 
our firs! service, yesterdayy Mar. 7. 
I'm happy to report that we had 
130 people the first Sunday. Seven 
accepted the Lord as their personal 
Saviour. We have fixed the build
ing up very nicely. Painted, remo
deled the back and cleaned all the 
grounds. The building was really 
an answer to our prayers. Thank 
the Board again for us. Cod bless 
yOu.

The Home Mission Board approved 
the Myhre Memorial Baptist Church 
assuming the use of a building which 
had been vacated due to the default 
of the previous church to make their 
loan payments.

lege Campus. Mr. Olds will comp -te 
his term of service as a US-2er in 
August and will become an emplo ?e 
of the Colorado Baptist General C n- 
vention on August 15.

Transfers
• Mr. and Mrs. Cass Vincent f: m 
Minneapolis, Minnesota to Chic, o, 
III. to work with Polish-speaking ; q. 
pie.
New Appointments—Language is-

sions
Mr. and Mrs.' Franklin McLen re 

have been appointed to work at ie 
Otoe Indian Church at Red R k. 
Oklahoma.

The following have been appoii -d 
to serve among Spanish-speak ng 
people in Texas:

Mr. and Mrs. Richard DeLeon n- 
gleside; Juan Gaona, San Antoi»o; 
Mr. and Mrs. Abe B. Smith, Angelt n; 
Salvadore Molina, Corpus Christi; Mr. 
and Mrs. Manuel Rodriguez, Willing
ton; Mrs. Paula Sue McDonald, kin
dergarten teacher, Dallas; Miss 
Martha Villarreal, kindergarten teach
er, San Antonio; Mrs. Otila Farga, 
kindergarten teacher, Austin.

could be appointed? A summer mis
sionary serves for 10 weeks and re
ceives expenses plus $300 salary.

• that there were 88 US-2 
candidates for 35 available spaces to 
meet requests from 100 mission 
points for the next two years? Funds 
limited the number of personnel the 
Home Mission Board could appoint.

• that the Home Mission Board 
appointed 65 missionaries, missionary 
associates and church pastoral aid 
during January and February of this 
year?

• that the dates of Home Missions 
Weeks at Ridgecrest and Glorieta are: 
Glorieta—August 5-11, and Ridge
crest—August 19-25? Have you made 
your reservations to attend?

• that 22,750 churches contributed 
to the Annie Armstrong Easter Offer
ing in 1970. If each church increased 
its 1971 offering by $10 an additional 
$227,500 would be received; by $100 
an additional $2,275,000 will be avail
able through the Annie Armstrong 
Easter Offering. ■

Chaplains Prayer 
Calendar

June 1: Harry D. Morgan. Okla., Army; 
Frederick A. Taylor, Mo., Army June 2: 
lack A. Hanberry, Ga., Institutional; Daniel 
P. Jenkins. La., Army; Robert H. Rogers, 
Miss.. Army. June 3: A. N. Hollis Jr., Ga., 
hospital; james W. Jones. Ark., Navy. June 
4: Johnie B Dellinger, Ala., hospital. June 
5: Ray W. Fullilove. Miss.. Navy; Roy J. 
Fullilove. Miss., Army. June 6: Floyd E. 
Sims. Tex.. Navy. June 7: William H Bar
ker. Miss . Air Force. June 8: James R. 
Perkins. Miss.. Army; LeRoy W. Raley. 
Okla., hospital

June 9: Marvin L. Gold, N. C.. hospital. 
June 10: Elwyn G. Edwards. Fla., Army; 
Claude B Marshall. N. C., Navy; Charles 
A. Shaw. Ga., Navy; Lee Butler, Tex , hos
pital. June 11: Sudderth A Harms. Tex .

Edutalion. HMB. Atlanta

World Travel International 
a division of Word, Inc.
Bill Scott, Director (817) 772-7650
Box 1790 Waco, Texas 76703

Bus Clinic Announced
Three "Church Bus Evangelism" 

clinics have been scheduled by the 
HMB Division of Evangelism.

Each clinic will have six sessions of 
"how-to" information, as well as dis
cussions by key leaders in this field.

Sites for the clinics are: Fort Worth. 
Tex. (Sept. 6-8, 1971); Louisville, Ky. 
(October 25-27, 1971); and Los Ange
les, Calif. (Dec. 6-8, 1971). Registra
tion fee is $10. Further information 
can be obtained by writing Kenneth 
Chafin, director, or William A. Powell, 
program chairman, HMB, 1350 Spring 
St. N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30309.

An Open Letter 
to Pastors

Please send me information on the 
tour(s) I’ve checked below.
□ 
□ 
□ 
□

THE BIBLE CONFRONTING 
MODERN MAN

BIRTHPLACES OF THE WORLD’S 
GREAT RELIGIONS
EXPERIMENTS IN
COMMUNICATION

AFRICAN HERITAGE-
EAST AND SOUTH AFRICA

name

address 

city state zip'

telephone (area code)
Register early! Tours are filled on a 
first-come, first-serve basis. Limited 
reservations. ,qf

• A highlight of the world missions 
conference held in the Charleston 
Baptist Association in South Carolina 
was a world missions fair. The 21 mis
sionaries participating in the confer
ence prepared displays which helped 
tell the story about their various areas 
of responsibility.

Over 1,100 people from 44 
churches attended the fair, which was 
directed by the associational Brother
hood and WMU. A world missions 
fair is an excellent way to tell the mis
sion story to a large number of peo
ple in a relatively short time span.

• Eddie Olds, currently a US-2 worker 
with the Home Mission Board, has 
been elected as full-time BSU director 
for the Southern Colorado State Col

Did you know . . .?
• that thirteen hundred college tu- 

dents requested appointment as 
summer missionaries and only H40

The present plight of some 1,500 
American servicemen now listed as 
missing or captured during the Viet
nam conflict is of grave concern to 
every American. The families of these 
men are undergoing most serious 
mental anguish and utilizing every 
level of influence to secure informa
tion and the return of their missing 
servicemen.

We especially appeal to pastors in 
local communities to seek out and 
offer maximum spiritual strength to 
these separated families. Our military 
chaplains at nearby installations are 
available and most anxious to assist 
these pastors in every way possible.

We appreciate Southern Baptists' 
continued concern for the spiritual 
needs of the military community in 
providing outstanding military chap
lains and know that you will be most 
solicitous in providing religious assis
tance to these military families now 
praying for the safety and lives of 
their loved ones.

Francis L. Sampson
Chief of Chaplains, U. S. A.
Washington, D. C. r

Justus P Selph, Tenn., Army June 12: Earl 
8. Keele. Miss.. Navy; Ernest R. Barnes Jr., 
N. Y., Navy.

June 13: Harry McCartney, Fla., hospital; 
Ishmael I. Corona. Calif., hospital June 
14: Arthur P. Graham, Va.. institutional; 
William O. Graham. Fla., hospital; Iran N. 
Marks, vXrk , Army; Leonard T Melton, 
Fla., Army June 15: Jack R. Brown Jr , D 
C., Army; Cecil R. Thredgill, Ala., Navy; T. 
D. Whitehorn, Ark , hospital.

June 17: Eli H. Campbell Jr.. Ga . Navy; 
Lawrence B. Cobh, Ariz.. hospital; Blake J. 
Greer. W. Va.. Army; Francis M. Marks. 
Okla.. Army; W. Bryant Spicey. S. C . 
hospital; Jared A. Walker. Ala., hospital; 
Caree Michael Harrison, Neb , Navy; Rob
ert H. Lloyd. Tex., hospital.

Army; George P. Bowers, N Y.. Air Force; 
C. D. Salee. Tenn., hospital; Robert E. 
Saunders. Tenn., Army. June 20: lames N. 
Brister, Miss., hospital; William E. Dodson, 
Ala., Navy; Glenn D ^lace. Tex., Army.

June 21: Malcom Sadler. Ga., Army; 
Harry R. Thorpe. Tex., hospital, lune 22; 
John D. Gould, Pa., Navy; Fred W. Reid 
Jr.. N. C., hospital.- June 23: Asa W. Jones. 
Va., Navy; Walter L. Howell, N. C.. hospi
tal; William Deamuth Blanton, N. C., hos
pital. June 24: Donald C. Beeson, Mo., 
Army; Jasper J. Dean, Ala.. Army; Donald 
B. Doggett. Tenn.. Army; Ed R. McDonald 
III, Ark., hospital.

June 25: Jack S. Parham. Ga., Army. 
June 26: James E. Leath. Tex., Air Force; 
James Odell Nations. Miss.. Navy. June 27: 
Robert E. Ballard. Ga., hospital; Sherman 
B. Richards. Ky., Navy; John M. Smith, S. 
C.i hospital.

June 28: Donald H. Dillard. Ind., Navy; 
Donald W. Grover. Tex., Army; Larry D. 
Slaughter, Mont., institutional. June 29: 
Paul P. Everett. Kans., Army; Donald Wells 
McSwain, N. C.. Army; Roy E. Prager. Ala., 
hospital; Harold W. Stubbefield, Tenn., 
hospital; Henry G. Wade. Calif., Army.

June 30: Joel R. Smith, Ga., Air Force.
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6% INTEREST

The Jesus 
Movement

A Youth Fad 
or 

A Real Spiritual
Awakening? f
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FOR 
OFFERING CIRCULAR
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Colorado Baptist General 
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Jim Reid Lives
"Minister in a Neon-Tattoed 

Dreamland" (Feb. HM) was fantastic! 
This also is New Testament evange
lism. The story reminds me of Bob 
Harrington of Bourbon St. I suppose 
Rev. Reid and you will be criticized 
for this venture. However, this is pre
cisely what Jesus did, communicated 
with the sinners and publicans. May 
God richly bless this ministry.

Menno Harms, 
Cherokee, Okla.

Pollution
I just received my Feb. issue . . . 

You cannot imagine the thrill I had 
when I saw your coverage of our pol
lution problems.

We have been having Sunday 
School and Training Union in the 
mornings at Northside Baptist Church 
here since the beginning of this 
church ye&r. I am the adult director in 
Sunday School and a discusson leader 
for some of the adults during the 
Training Union session. Several weeks 
ago we came upon the short session 
on the environment in the Now litera
ture. We didn't have much resource 
material or Scripture references. I 
became "hung up" on the subject 
and searched out my own Scripture 
and “used all types of current news 
publications and books for source 
material. I must say that at times I had 
some difficulty justifying the treat
ment of the subject in our church.

Your Feb. issue really gave me an 
uplift. The Scripture you quoted on 
page 13 is exactly the same as the one 
I had published in our weekly news 
letter. I can hardly wait to find time to 
sit down and read HOME MISSIONS 
cover to cover.

This is such a critical issue for all of 
us, particularly Christians ....

Gilbert K. Alford, Jr. 
Florissant, Mo.

• I want to congratulate you on an
other outstanding edition of the mag
azine. I believe it is the most 
stimulating and challenging magazine 
Southern Baptists publish.

I am referring to the edition you 
had'on pollution. Such social and 
moral problems as this are definitely 
tied in with the matter of being good 
Christians and our stewardship for 
our earth and its care and its re
sources. I believe we will answer to 

God for this as well as for other fo> i$ 
of sin.

Samuel C. Shephard 
Miami, Fla.

What About People?
Let me say hurrah! for your w< - 

turned-out Feb. issue on the ecolo - 
cal crisis. Particularly outstanding v. -s 
the article by Dr. E. C. Rust, whi< n 
was so well laid out and mixed w> h 
significant statements relating to tb s 
topic from numerous varied source-. 
The photography was thoroughly 
firstdass!

As the chairman-elect of an Envi
ronmental Action Group—a group 
presently pending charter—at South
ern Baptist Theological Seminary, and 
as a Christian I am gratified to see the 
Baptist press approaching this most- 
Christian subject in such a qualitative 
way. My only regret is that the issue 
of population was hardly mentioned. 
Granted that this is an emotion- 
charged topic because it necessarily 
involves discussion of birth control, 
sterilization, abortion and other "hot 
topics"; nevertheless to devote so 
much time to discussing air, water, 
waste, and noise'pollution with barely 
a mention of the fact that all this is 
the result of over-population, is to 
look at the symptoms instead of the 
cause of the disease.

Here's hoping for an equally com
petent cover-story on these critical 
matters of population. This is at the 
heart of the matter.

Mark Fowler 
Louisville, Ky.

A Matter of Opinion
I am sorry but I will not renew i”y 

subscription to HOME MISSIONS.
Really I've been disappointed w h 

things that have been in the magazi e 
in the past one and a half years.

It was so good at first but to th? k 
that Southern Baptists would put c e 
word of backing in it about Mai n 
Luther King, let alone a picture. He s 
the worst thing that ever happened o 
the south and the U.S. Russia backet 
him to the limit and I prayed ev. v 
day that God would remove him fr< n 
our mist andfie did.

Sorry, but religious organizatio s 
should be kept religious, then peo| e 
would live like they should.

Dorothy Davidson 
Clarksville, Va.

The Painful State
Ina recent conference, an educator 

was asked what he would do if he 
were pastor of a Baptist church. He 
answered, "The first thing I would do 
would be to get another job so I 
could speak with freedom." I submit 
that this is a naive view of power and 
authority within any institution, and 
how a person is financed speaks 
more to that person's insecurity than 
to his effectiveness or his freedom to 
speak.

One's leadership depends almost 
equally upon the correctness of his 
positions and his acceptance by the 
people he seeks to lead. As we gain 
acceptance and trust from the peo
ple we increase our ability to change 
them. As we exercise this power (as 
we seek to change them) we lose 
some measure of acceptance, espe
cially from those unwilling to 
change.

The reason many groups never 
make significant change is (1) ac
ceptance is withheld from the leader. 
(2) the leader does not initiate 
change in order to keep the accept
ance he has, or (3) some other sub
group within the group has a greater 
authority or acceptance.

The tragedy is that mo§t of us 
spend our lives seeking to gain ac
ceptance or authority, then we never 
exercise it. but strive only for larger 
and larger areas of acceptance. 
Maybe there is a reverse side to this, 
that some of us have fashioned our 
theology of failure so well that we 
can justify our unloving and critical 
spirits, and we can justify closing our 
own minds to the contribution that 
the other position might make to us. 
John Stuart Mills makes the point 
that even a wrong opinion may con
tain a grain of truth necessary for 
finding the whole truth.

How do we lead people to under
stand and to articulate the assump
tions under which they live?

Many of us actually think wtT 
believe one thing but in practice we 

operate under a different assumption 
altogether. For example, CBS took a 
representative sample of Americans 
as to their support of the basic free
doms of the Bill of Rights, and a 
majority would not support them if 
stated in terms of current problems.

We have institutionalized our hy
pocrisies and taught our Children 
when they should practice what we 
preach, and when they should not. 
However, we are not unique. This is 
the way with all societies. Such hy
pocrisies are seldom challenged in 
the slow-moving society, but rapid 
change strips away the veneer and 
we stand exposed.

We must create peer group asso
ciation where the individual under
takes a quest for the truth, begins to 
articulate his basic assumptions 
without polarization, and where he is 
challenged by someone to whom he 
gives some measure of acceptance. 
We have much to learn of the role of 
groups in attitude formation and 
change. Most of us fail because we 
place more weight upon the power 
of our preaching and writing than 
they can bear We must create for
ums for an exchange of comment 
and criticism, while at the same time 
we participate in presenting and clar
ifying the goals and values we hold.

Especially do we have a need to 
include the future—the youth—into 
the decision making and executive 
processes of our institutions. Today's 
youth have been both cursed and 
blessed by being the recipients of 
what Kenmston calls an extended 
period of adolescence, where youth 
are disengaged from society to as 
late as 25 years for education.

This is the unique creation of to
day's developed society. In the pro
cess, we have encouraged them to 
internalize the highest of our values. 
They have become not less moral, 
but reached toward an idealism we 
never thought anyone in their right 
mind would accept.

They have become our severest 
critics, and here we stand, our hy
pocrisies exposed, crying peace 
while we wage war, calling for love 
while we reject the poor, calling for 
economic justice while we count our 
offerings.

We need to give them a position of 
engagement, not to blunt their ideal
ism by reality, but to make their par
ticipation more meaningful and more 
understanding, as John Gardner 
says, less the unloving critic and 
more the critical lover.

Everyone is future conscious. 
Books roll off the press writing of 
future shock, the technological so
ciety,, the new world view, the year 
2000. We are told that we can now 
actually design our future; we can 
live with intentionality. And we need 
to. As Robert Merton sayp, we are 
presently cursed with a civilization 
committed to the quest for contin
ually improved means to carelessly 
examined ends

Somehow a breakthrough is 
needed. George Schweitzer recently 
overwhelmed an audience with a 
detailed probing into the problems of 
power, population, poverty, pollution 
and politics. It was a depressing, re
alistic picture.

He then said he was a wild, naive 
optimist, and that maybe the defini
tion of the Christian in the future is 
one who believes in the possibility of 
a breakthrough.

We need breakthroughs not only in 
the areas of the physical sciences, 
but also in the area of the spirit.

Awareness constitutes one of the 
most painful of all human states, and 
this is where we find ourselves today. 
But while it is painful, this state 
holds more promise for the future 
than the past state of apathy and in
difference. a

Problems cannot be solved until 
we know what they are; now the task 
is finding the solutions and the will 
to act. •
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Baptists Active 
in Cuba, Leaders Say

Baptists are very much alive and 
prospering in Cuba, said the first two 
Cuban Baptist leaders to make a trip 
abroad in the last five years.

Manuel Salom and Humberto Dom
inguez, both of Havana, came to 
Ruschlikon, Switzerland, for a confer
ence of European Baptist national 
leaders. They had only a few days' 
notice that- they could attend the 
meetingSn rurope, to which they had 
been invited.

Salcyji is treasurer, a full-time posi
tion in the Baptist Convention of 
Western Cuba. Dominguez is the 
convention's missions secretary and 
pastor of Vibora Baptist Church, Ha
vana.

Salom was in the last delegation of 
Cubans to attend a Baptist meeting 
abroad. He attended the 1966 meeting 
of the Baptist World Alliance execu
tive committee in London.

The two Cuban leaders planned to 
spend a month visiting Baptist 
churches and headquarters in Europe. 
One of the main centers on their 
journey was to be Madrid, Spain, 
where a Baptist work has been devel
oped among Cuban emigrants.

Salom and Dominguez told the 
European conference there are 16,000 
Baptists today in Cuba. Nine thou
sand of them are in the Baptist Con
vention of Eastern Cuba, which has 
110 churches.

The Baptist Convention of Western 
Cuba has 7,000 members in 98 
churches. The Western Cuba 
churches have showp a net gain of 
over 1,000 members in the past dec
ade, despite the fact that a number of 
Baptists moved out of Cuba during 
that time.

The Western Cuba churches bap
tized 319 converts last year, 57 more 
than they baptized the previous year. 
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The majority of converts came from 
families outside the church circle.

The Western convention registered 
584 messengers when it held its meet
ing in February, they said. One night, 
attendance at the meeting exceeded 
1,200. It was held in Calvary Baptist 
Church, Havana.

The seqainary in Havana has 22 stu
dents in a four-year courts, and 
seven of them will graduate this year. 
During the summer, 12 meetings of a 
week each are held at the Western 
convention's campground in ’Matan- 
zas province, they said. Attendance 
averages 150.

Eleven men and women are pro
vided for at the convention's home 
for the aged, in Havana.

Financially, the western convention 
topped its budget goal last year. It 
collected nearly 75,000 pesos on its 
budget of 70,000. They said a peso-is 
considered in Cuba to equal one U. 
S. dollar. Two special offerings 
brought the convention's total-in
come to 150,000 pesos last year.

All Baptist churches are self-sup
porting and pay their own pastors. All 
pastors devote full-time to pastoral 
duties, Salom and Dominguez re
ported.

Churches can hold worship services 
as often as they like within their own 
buildings. However, they said, ser
vices outside the churches are not 
permitted.

The majority of Cuban Baptist pas
tors who were once imprisoned have 
now been released and have resumed 
preaching, the two officials said. The 
Western convention publishes educa
tional material for church use, but 
does not publish a newspaper.

They did not have detailed informa
tion on the work of Baptist churches 
in Eastern Cuba.

—European Baptist Press Service

A word from the Producer...
More inspiring than the click of m- 
stiles are the letters of appreci on 
which come across rhy desk. ’ my 
are from young people whose /es 
have been transformed after th< ve 
seen THE CROSS AND HE 
SWITCHBLADE.
National release of this unusual no
tion picture was begun last far. By 
the holidays, public reaction ad 
begun to make itself felt ac ;ss 
America in a surge of fetvorcole 
opinion. Theater box offices reported 
strong support. Motion picture rec
ords were broken in city after city 
where THE CROSS AND THE 
SWITCHBLADE appeared. For all of 
this we are grateful to that One the 
picture honors.
Any feeling of satisfaction a pro
ducer may experience, must await 
the reaction of the viewing audience. 
Only then can he determine how 
good a steward he has been of in
vestors' funds and the talents of cast 
and crew.
Recently, I've been hearing from 
concerned citizens who live in the 
smaller cities where we cannot af
ford to send pur field staff. They ask 
when the picture will be coming to 
their community or what they can do 
to help make it happen by giving 
their time and effort in a 'labor of 
love.”
This, then, is a reply to those 
queries:
If you live In a town whose popu
lation is under 50,000 and if you 
have some free time to help pro
mote THE CROSS AND THE 
SWITCHBLADE, please write me 
at once. Describe your area and 
its potential for a successful 
week’s engagement in a local the
ater. We will then make every ef
fort to bring the film to your town. 
I invite you to share with us a s nse 
of destiny in this historic ventu ’ of 
faith. May I hear from you?

Cord illy,

Dick’Ross, Pres »’

DICK ROSS & ASSOCIATES 
6430 Sumet Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. BCt'U
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Baptists are very much alive and 
prospering in Cuba, said the first two 
Cuban Baptist leaders to make a trip 
abroad in the last five years.

Manuel Salom and Humberto Dom
inguez, both of Havana, came to 
Ruschlikon, Switzerland, for a confer
ence of European Baptist national 
leaders. They had only a few days' 
notice that they could attend the 
meeting in B^rd^ie, to which they had 
been invited.

Salom isjreasurer, a full-time posi
tion in the Baptist Convention of 
Western Cuba. Dominguez is the 
convention's missions secretary and 
pastor of Vibora Baptist Church, Ha
vana.

Salom was in the last delegation of 
Cubans to attend a Baptist meeting 
abroad. He attended the 1966 meeting 
of the Baptist World Alliance execu
tive committee in London.

The two Cuban leaders planned to 
spend a month visiting Baptist 
churches and headquarters in Europe. 
One of the main centers on their 
journey was to be Madrid, Spain, 
where a Baptist work has been devel
oped among Cuban emigrants.

Salom and Dominguez told the 
European conference there are 16,000 
Baptists today in Cuba. Nine thou
sand of them are in the Baptist Con
vention of Eastern Cuba, which has 
110 churches.

The Baptist Convention of Western 
Cuba has 7,000 members in 98 
churches. The Western Cuba 
churches have shown a net gain of 
over 1,000 members in thfe past dec
ade, despite the fact that a number of 
Baptists moved out of Cuba during 
that time.

The Western Cuba churches bap
tized 319 converts last year, 57 more 
than they baptized the previous year. 

The majority of converts came from 
families outside the church circle.

The Western convention registered 
584 messengers when it held its meet
ing in February, they said. One night, 
attendance at the meeting exceeded 
1,200. It was held in Calvary Baptist 
Church, Havana.

The seminary in Havana has 22 stu
dents in a f(^!r-year course, a^d 
seven of them will graduate this year. 
During the summer, 12 meetings of a 
week each are held at the Western 
convention's campground in Matah- 
zas province, they said. Attendance 
averages 150.

Eleven men and women are pro
vided for at the convention's home 
for the aged, in Havana.

Financially, the western convention 
topped its budget goal last year. It 
collected nearly 75,000 pesos on its 
budget of 70,000. They said a peso is 
considered in Cuba to equal onexU. 
S. dollar. Two special offerings 
brought the convention's total in
come to 150,000 pesos last year.

All Baptist churches are self-sup
porting and pay their own pastors. All 
pastors devote full-time to pastoral 
duties, Salom and Dominguez re
ported.

Churches can hold worship services 
as often as they like within their own 
buildings. However, they said, ser
vices outside the churches are not 
permitted.

The majority of Cuban Baptist pas
tors who were once imprisoned have 
now been released and have resumed 
preaching, the two officials said. The 
Western convention publishes educa
tional material for church use, but 
does not publish a newspaper.

They did not have detailed informa
tion on the work of Baptist churches 
in Eastern Cuba.

—f uropean Baptist Press Service

A word from the Producer...
More inspiring than the click of turn 
stiles are the letters of appreciatior 
which come across rhy desk. Man 
are from young people whose live 
have been transformed after they’vr 
seen THE CROSS AND THE 
SWITCHBLADE.
National release of this unusual mo
tion picture was begun last fall. By 
the holidays, public reaction had 
begun to make itself felt across 
America in a surge of favorable 
opinion. Theater box offices reported 
strong support. Motion picture rec
ords were broken in city after city 
where THE CROSS AND THE 
SWITCHBLADE appeared. For all of 
this we are grateful to that One the 
picture honors.
Any feeling of satisfaction a pro
ducer may experience, must await 
the reaction of the viewing audience. 
Only then can he determine how 
good a steward he has been of in
vestors' funds and the talents of cast 
and crew.
Recently, I've been hearing from 
concerned citizens who live in the 
smaller cities where we cannot af
ford to send our field staff. They ask 
when the picture will be coming to 
their community or what they can do 
to help make it happen by giving 
their time and effort in a "labor of 
love.”
This, then, is a reply to those 
queries:
If you live in a town whose popu* 
lation is under 50,000 and If you 
have some free time to help pro
mote THE CROSS AND THE 
SWITCHBLADE, please write me 
at once. Describe your area and 
its potential for a successful 
week's engagement in a local the
ater. We will then make every ef
fort to bring the film to your town.
I invite you to share with us a sense 
of destiny in this historic venture of 
faith. May I hear from you?

Dick Ross,*President

DICK ROSS & ASSOCIATES 
6430 Suniet Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 00028
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